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Preface01
Mountain Warfare Fundamentals

Mountain Warfare is a two‐folded concept: on the one hand it is a fight against an oppo‐

nent, but at the same time it is a fight against cold, ice and weather, and other natural ad‐

versaries without the protection offered by motorized vehicles and built accommodation.

If we question the value of Mountain Warfare in the highly technological world of the

21st century, this does not imply to downplay the importance of mechanization and tech‐

nology, but it does mean to be aware of their limits. Having light but highly efficient and

flexible forces for fighting in the mountains therefore seems more than expedient when

you consider that mountainous terrain makes up about 25 % of the Earth’s surface. It

seems advantageous to have principles and forces that can live and fight on the most dif‐

ficult terrain and in highly adverse weather conditions, and which can be mobile in an

environment where everything paralyzes a mechanized movement. 

Military action in the mountains is subject to limitations much more than in the lowlands.

The consequences are greater time requirements, greater expansion, greater wear and

tear of forces, and reduced transport services. Added to this is the role played by the sur‐

prise ‐ the unforeseen. The conditions change faster here than on the plain. One needs

only think of the effects of weather supports. Sudden snowfalls with winter temperatures

in summer or a thaw in winter can undermine military planning. 

The unexpected must always be paid for. This requires a leadership principle using Mis‐

sion Command, and soldiers who have understood the meaning of their mission at every

level, and who can and want to carry it out in a decentralized manner or even in isolation

under adverse circumstances. To be able to fight on your own at any time, to practise ini‐

tiative and obedience to those who think along, is therefore essential in mountain warfare.

For this reason, this publication offers some basic principles for gaining success in Moun‐

tain Warfare.
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As mountains thrust themselves into the atmosphere, so they are in turn exposed to full

power of the nature. With altitude, they not only become colder, windier and drier, but

also more exposed to solar radiation, and with increasing altitude the oxygen partial pres‐

sure becomes less. Mountains have further inherent different difficulties due to the relief,

and also latent peculiarities like caves, glaciers, seracs etc. The weather is another matter.

Besides the known weather‐effects, it can snow in summer, while it can be mild in winter

above the clouds and simple rain can cause torrents. Disturbances multiply in intensity

and thunderstorms and lightning can be formidable. Military tactical activities in this en‐

vironment are decisively influenced by the (often fast changing) forces of nature, the given

relief, elevation and the climatic conditions.

Classifications of mountains

Classification of mountains accordung to elevation

The criteria for this classification mainly considers the influence of absolute altitude on

the human body and its effects on it. This influence and its effects, and the distinction be‐

tween low, high and extremely high mountains, cannot be determined only by stating a

certain absolute elevation; there is always a threshold from one to another.

Classification Description Impacts

LOW MOUNTAINS 0 – (~) 2400 m AMSL*
*(Above Mean Sea Level)

No or little adaptation to altitude needed. Low
impact on military assets and CSS*. 
*(Combat Service Support) 

HIGH MOUNTAINS (~) 2400m – (~) 5500 m AMSL Acclimatization necessary 
Effects on assets and CSS. 

EXTREMELY HIGH
MOUNTAINS Above (~) 5500 m AMSL

Necessity and adaptation for well acclimatized
and equipped personnel. Exposure to these
heights is possible for a short period of time. 
Severe effects on assets and CSS. 
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Classification with regard to dismounted terrain mobility

In addition to the general mobility classifications used in the MDMP1, – unrestricted, re‐

stricted, and severely restricted mountainous terrain may be categorized into three

classes based on the type of individual movement skill requirements:

Classification with regard to operational terrain levels

Mountain operations are generally carried out at three different operational terrain levels:

Level I terrain is situated on valley floors and along the main LOCs2 . At this level, heavy

and medium forces operate, but maneuver space is restricted. Infantry and armoured

forces are normally combined since vital LOCs usually follow the valley highways, roads,

and trails. Opening, blocking or controlling these LOCs is therefore always a tactical ob‐

jective of mountain combat operations. 

1 MDMP – Military Decision Making Process
2 LOC – Line of communicationsf

Classification Description Conclusion

EASY MOUNTAINOUS
TERRAIN (WALKING,
EASY CLIMBING) 

- Cross-country walking short and easy climbing pas-
sages, snow-covered terrain, 

- Equipment for safety measures,Basic military moun-
tain training, 

- UIAA* I—II.
* UIAA = Union Internationale des Associations d'Alpinisme

(the International Climbing and Mountaineering Federa-
tion). The UIAA Scale of Difficulty has become a point of
reference worldwide. NATO recognizes the UIAA grades of
difficulty in rock climbing. 

An adviser at 
advanced or expert level
is recommended.

DIFFICULT 
MOUNTAINOUS TER-
RAIN (CLIMBING) 

- Climbing passages on fixed ropes or in team on rock,
snow or glaciated slopes 

- Use of specialized equipment 
- Advanced military mountain training
- UIAA II—III

An adviser at expert
level is recommended.

EXTREMELY 
DIFFICULT MOUN-
TAINOUS TERRAIN
(SEVERE CLIMBING) 

- Hard alpine climbing (rock, snow or ice), 
- Use of special equipment and techniques, 
- Expert military mountain training, UIAA IV/A0 up-

wards. 
- UIAA III—IV.

An adviser at expert
level is obligatory and
the troops must have
the skills and knowledge
at advanced level.

Level Description

I Floors of valleys and main lines of communication

II Ridges, slopes, and passes that overlook valleys

III Dominant terrain of the summit region
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Level II terrain is situated between the valleys and the shoulders of mountains, and is

generally characterized by narrow roads and trails – secondary LOCs – that cross this

ridge system.  To secure the vital LOCs is often necessary to seize the contiguous heights

as well. Therefore, enemy positions on Level III terrain dominate and influence the lower

Level II terrain. Units take much energy to occupy Level II terrain because it dominates

level I terrain and influences operations dramatically. 

Level III terrain includes the dominant terrain of the summit regions. Mobility in Level III

terrain is usually the most difficult to achieve and maintain. Tactical activities in level III

terrain require well‐trained units and individuals at advanced or expert level. Level III

terrain, however, can provide opportunities for well‐trained units to attack the enemy

from the flanks and the rear.

Mountainous terrain

Mountainous terrain covers about 25 % of the world’s land surface and they differ in

shape, extension, altitude, vegetation cover, and climate regime. Mountains represent a

watershed and water supply for drinking, irrigation, industry, food, and energy produc‐

tion for more than half of humanity. At the same time about 20 % of the world’s popula‐

tion live in mountainous terrain. 

Mountainous environment can be classified in different ways depending on the point of view. All classi-
fications have in common, that they have an impact on tactical planning and conducting of tactical 
activities. The difficulties of the classification with regard to the dismounted terrain mobility (see table
2-2) may appear also in wooded areas, at the shore (coastal areas) and in steep valleys, canyons and
gorges of lowlands. 

Figure 1: Mountainous terrain of the world (marked in red); Derived from: UNEP-WCMC* data, 2001.
*WCMC = World Conservation Monitoring Centre 
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Mountainous terrain is a geographical area characterized by major differences in eleva‐

tion, particular meteorological effects and poor or non‐existent infrastructure. It has par‐

ticular characteristics such as a slope inclination of more than 15 degrees and wide

variations in ground, climate and vegetation. Mountainous terrain, therefore, can have

different vegetation, bare rocks, or snow and glaciers. It can be extremely uneven with

high, steep ridges, and deep valleys, and with cliffs and other rocky precipices which may

be near vertical or even overhanging. Mountainous terrain generally requires adapted

(enhanced) capabilities of mobility with regard to technical means of transport and com‐

bat, as well as human mobility of units and individual soldiers.

Mountainous terrain consists of mountain systems (mountainous regions). This systems

(regions) are subdivided into mountain ranges (groups) and these are subdivided into

mountain massifs. These are more finely divided into mountains, peaks, secondary peaks,

ridges, passes, etc. They are delimited on the one hand by valleys and on the other hand

by the transitions between the valleys.

Mountains are the spatially closed, higher parts of the earth’s surface that are demarcated

from their flatter surroundings by a distinct mountain foot and are composed of single

mountains, valleys, ridgelines and plateaus.

A glacier is a slowly moving mass of ice formed by the accumulation and compaction of

snow. There are two primary types of glacier: 

a) Mountain Glaciers. Ice streams that flow through the mountain valleys are commonly

called valley glaciers. The Himalayas, the European Alps and other mountain ranges

contain this type of glacier. 

b) Ice Sheets or Inland Glaciers. These are dome‐shaped glaciers that flow away from a

central region and are largely unaffected by the underlying topography (e.g. the Green‐

land and Antarctic ice sheets). 

Mountain glaciers can be small, only covering a portion of a mountain, or they can be

massive, with a series of glaciers covering a mountain range. The flow or movement of

glaciers is caused by gravity. Glaciers can be safer and easier to negotiate than the sur‐

rounding ridges and peaks. Movement on glaciers is dangerous due to the icy conditions,

seracs and deep crevasses that often crisscross glaciers. 

Mountain combat in glacier areas is extremely difficult in wind and fresh snow conditions.

Constant cold on the ground, reduced contour vision and the blowing of danger spots as

well as firing positions with snow hampers the combat significantly. Permanent occupa‐

tion of fighting and/or fire positions on the glacier ice is often impossible due to the nat‐

ural conditions. More promising on long term planning of fighting in glacier areas is the

use of important tactical elements from the adjacent moraines and dominating key points.

In general, units require specific knowledge of the hazards, specialized training, and the

appropriate equipment to move and operate on glaciers. 
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Mountains often represent state and political borders, and due to their relative isolation,

they may offer a safe haven for refuges of minorities and political opposition from neigh‐

bouring countries that governments have often been wary of, neglected, or even actively

discriminated against. The inaccessibility of mountain terrain, combined with a weak or

even a complete lack of political governance could offer insurgents, terrorists, freedom

fighters and other irregular fighting forces, areas for assembling and retreat.

Mountain areas are in general extremely uneven and consist of valleys, high planes and

plateaus, deep gorges, visible or hidden caves, steep mountain faces, and ridges, and are

as a rule difficult to traverse (fit for traffic). Mountains are in a significant proportion cov‐

ered with forests of all type depending very much on life zones (see figure 2).

Wet, cold, high altitude and hot barren terrain, combined with rapidly changing (extreme)

weather conditions, affect all courses of action in tactical activities.

Figure 2: Holdridge life zone classification scheme; 1967
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Terrain features 

A mountainous terrain is a complex form of landscape with different types of terrain, dif‐

ferent types of rock as well as diverse relief forms, different slopes and exposures.

Mountains consist largely of rock, which is generally distinguished into two big groups:

‐ Igneous rock (volcanic), such as Granite, porphyry, basalt, etc. These rocks are gener‐

ally compact and free from cavities. 

‐ Sedimentary rocks such as conglomerates, limestone, sandstone, clay, dolomite etc.

Caves and cave systems which are usable for military purposes generally only occur

in very specific types of rock. These are primarily the limestone and dolomite rocks.

The type of rock influences the possibilities for systems of fortifications, fire positions,

trenches, shelters and tunnels and as well the splitter effects, especially the one of indirect

fire.

Rock walls can be used as tactical elements on the one hand side as natural obstacles for

troop movements of the enemy. On the other hand they can be used for unexpected spot‐

ting and fire positions (overwatching, guiding of indirect fire, snipers´ fire positions, etc.)

if the needed skills are available.

The terrain specifications determine the terrain management. Thus, the tactical norms

of a sector (defense, delay) or zone of action/attack of a tactical unit may be overextended

but as well they may be shrinked.

Elevation and exposure dominates the angle of incidence of sunlight, sun and shade

slopes. These factors lead to annual and diurnal variations in temperatures and the in‐

tensity of solar radiation, and this effects environmental risk management as well as tac‐

tical decisions and actions. (ex. Avalanche danger is total different between the sunny

and the shady side of a mountain and additionally the angle of incidence of the sun

changes this danger permanently).

According to the elevation and steepness of a mountain there is on the one hand side a

far distance visibility but on the other hand there are also “dead spaces”(blind areas)

which are areas that cannot be seen and cannot be hit by fire.

High altitudes are characterized by strong temperature changes. The temperature differ‐

ences also increase enormously with altitude between day and night. 

Precipitation generally increases with altitude and heavy rain on higher floors can trigger

mudslides. Due to the explosive effect of water that freezes into ice, rock and landslides

are natural developments in the mountains. Slopes and rock slides are inherently dan‐

gerous. Their mass accumulation in watercourses can lead to flooding and natural catas‐

trophes but can also be used consciously as a tactical element.
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The mountain snow distribution is known as very heterogeneous. Snow generally in‐

creases with altitude because, due to the lower temperatures, precipitation falls more

than snow and the total precipitation generally increases with altitude. The thickness of

the layer of snow is distributed extremely differently due to the structure of the terrain,

the angle of incidence of the sun and the wind effects. The example in Figure 3 shows the

different depths of snow in a relatively small local area. The depth of snow has to be con‐

sidered in two ways, on the one hand side deep snow increases dangers on the other

hand it may be used for own survival (snow holes, igloos,  protection against enemy fire,

etc.) and tactical issues.

The Influence of the terrain features on the conduct of tactical activities must be scruti‐

nized by searching the possible benefit for own activities and the probable limitations of

the opponents‘ options by considering:

‐ The quality of the movement options;

‐ The canalization(channeling) of movements;

‐ The terrain difficulties (need of basic, advanced or expert skills for negotiation)

‐ The isolated operation areas;

‐ The landing possibilities for small combat elements;

‐ The “death spaces” (blind areas) for own and enemy activities;

‐ The options of rapid change from near to long distance fighting;

‐ The possibilities of observation and effect on opposing connections from the flank

slopes and the back;

‐ The fire positions and areas of ground based combat support by heavy weapons;

‐ The possible uses of aircraft;

Figure 3: Visualization of local differences in snow distribution; Source: Forum of Knowledge, 2012 
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‐ The air defense (from top to bottom or vice versa);

‐ The possibilities of support in general.

Mountains are in general obstacles and canalize movements. Mountainous terrain restrict

and confine the mobility of forces. Due to difficult terrain features, movements are re‐

stricted or even severely restricted, and are canalized very much to the existing road net‐

work. Cross country movements of dismounted forces are very exhausting and canalized

by terrain difficulties. Deep valleys, gorges, steep slopes, mountain ridges and passes are

subdividing the terrain. Movements from one valley or mountain ridge to another, is very

challenging and time consuming. Deep swift‐running rivers and streams can create in‐

stant obstacles, particularly after rain or during a thaw. Due to its rugged terrain features,

often underestimated large areas, great differences in elevation, narrow valleys and steep

mountain slopes, dividing mountain ridges and passes, larger military operations become

divided. This leads to isolated areas of operations where mutual support and relocation

of forces is very difficult or even not possible.

Flora and fauna 

The vegetation in the mountains is divided into zones which are characteristic of a certain

altitude area. The exact vegetation also depends on local factors such as: 

‐ Amount of precipitation;

‐ Slope alignment;

‐ Geographical location.

Figure 4: Rough overview of vegetation in mountainous regions; Substance derived from Troll, 1955
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In the mountains there is a small‐scale sequence of climatic zones that determine the

vegetation and thus, also have an impact on tactical activities (camouflage, protection,

firewood, water storage, etc.). 

Figure 4 provides a rough overview of the vegetation zones from a world view.

Depending on the region, there are also typical animal species in mountainous regions.

Their behavior is adapted to nature and especially in winter, mammals descend from

greater heights to overwinter. Crucial Dangers for big terms of tactical activities are not

yet known, but in marshalling and/or assembly areas or bivouacs in the mountains a dan‐

ger can arise due to the animals` search for food. Care must therefore be taken to protect

reserves and depots of food and beverages. 

Furthermore the risk of transmission of various diseases in certain animal species as well

as endangerment by their poison (e.g. Snails, spiders, insects, etc.) must be considered.

Flora and fauna influence people, leadership, movement, fire effects, observation, cam‐

ouflage, deception and require special skills and equipment. 

Climatic conditions and weather

General 

Climatic conditions and weather very much determines the specific characteristics of

each major mountain range. They are mainly influenced either by the oceans (maritime

climate) or the vast inland areas (continental climate), the elevation, latitude and expo‐

sure to atmospheric winds and air masses. It might be cold, warm, dry wet or any mixture

of these variations. 

Locally, due to all of these individual factors, and especially because of specific relief fea‐

tures a huge variety of local climates may appear. These different patterns of weather are

known as micro climates. In general the effects of the weather are more extreme every‐

where. Bad weather can adversely affect operations, but it can also be an advantage.

Therefore, in operations, specifically demanding weather effects, such as bad visibility

or precipitations, should be tactically exploited on purpose for own advantage.

In general there are two given facts: 

1. The higher a mountain range, the greater the climatic differences in the mountain

area, since the air temperature decreases with increasing altitude.

2. In most mountainous regions there is a winter and a summer season, which has cru‐

cial impact on moving, fighting and surviving of individuals and troops and requires

specific knowledge and skills.
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Weather

The weather conditions in the mountains are often characterized by extremes: intense

solar radiation, which strains the skin and eyes, rapid weather changes, strong nocturnal

cooling, high wind speeds or extreme snowfall are some examples.

Assessing the environmental factors is essential for tactical decisions and for the planning

in the military decision‐making process.

Weather forecasts from the meteorological services are to be used as a basis for assess‐

ment. Additional advice should be sought from indigenous sources and services available

whenever possible. For example, clearance of bad weather may be delayed for several

hours or fog may persist in the mountains long after sunshine has returned to the valley.

Frequent and rapid changes in the weather result in changed combat and operating con‐

ditions, and often require an adjustment to the planning and conduct of operations and

Command and Control, as well as changes in the method of fighting.

The key point in planning and conducting a successful operation is the adequacy of equip‐

ment, technical and tactical capacities and the concept of maneuver.

Effects of weather on tactical procedures and activities

Weather phenomenon Description Tactical impact

Wind

Wind chill-effect* 
* Wind chill is the phenomenon that the cool-
ing effect of the air increases with intensity,
so that the apparent temperature is (much)
colder than the actual air temperature. 
Strong winds

Snow loads (cornices) due to wind 
effects on the lee-side* of mountain
ridges 
*Lee side: Situated on the side turned away
from the wind

- Enhances coldness, thus reducing
the battle worthiness of soldiers

- Effect trajectory, especially trajec-
tory of indirect fire 

- Limits helicopters´ Service Support
and Combat Service Support and
Combat Fire support

- Limits the usage of UAS*
* UAS = Unmanned Aircraft Systems

- Increases avalanche danger and
thus affects tactical decisions and
actions

// wind can be used for energy production

Heat

Overheating of people;
Enhances dehydration and
heat stress;
Increases overheating of vehicles and all
powered equipment
Sunny side

- More logistics needed

- Effect on performance of ma-
chines

- More comfortable, warm up oppor-
tunity
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Weather phenomenon Description Tactical impact

Coldness

Higher energy consumption by humans,
animals and machines;
Cold injuries (freezing and non-freez-
ing); Hypothermia,
Cold Stress

- More logistics needed
- Special medical capabilities are re-

quired

//decreases combat effectiveness 

Snowfall and 
snowstorm

Creates and/or enhances avalanche
danger 

Covers roads, trails and paths with
snow. 

Snow covers bumps in the terrain.

Snow has a different and changing qual-
ity and quantity (depth) and transforma-
tional gradients (temperature of the air,
orientation of slopes, temperature of the
ground and air)

Snowfall and snowstorm worsens visi-
bility 

Snow

Snow creates heavy loads on shelters
and buildings 

Wet snow and/or wet conditions creates
ice shields or rime on metallic weapons,
equipment and radio antennas
Wet snow/snowstorm causes frozen
sensors and hampers UAV

Affects all kinds of tactical decisions
and activities

- Can be tactical hindrance for
enemy but as well for own move-
ments by making roads and paths
impassable

- Makes terrain passable if the re-
quired capabilities and ressources
are available 

- Decisive impact on (tactical) mo-
bility and maneuvers

- Effects for aiming and firing, 
- Effects for covered movement and

camouflage
- Forces are needed to clear the

snowpack

- Offers possibility for quick and
easy to create battle positions

- Reduces technical performance
- Binds forces to clean ice

- Technological assets/elements for
tactical purposes, and recce, log
and combat by drones and UAV do
not lead to the desired outcomes

Fog/clouds

Limits visibility - Limits visibility of our movement
as well as the enemy and its facili-
ties

- Limits the use of aviation
- Limits the use of direct and indi-

rect fire
- Hampers orientation

Frost

Frozen sensors
Limited performance of metallic devices
such as antennas, weapons, and ammu-
nition if there is rime on metallic sur-
faces

- Minimizes usability of technologi-
cal assets
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Elevation

High altitude effects

The impact of cold, mountainous, high‐altitude terrain is severe and can even be life‐

threatening. There is a significantly adverse effect on personnel with increased non‐com‐

bat attrition, as well as a reduction in the performance of weapons and equipment. 

High‐altitude cerebral edema (HACE), high‐altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE), acute

mountain sickness (AMS), and other non‐battle illnesses can negatively impact tactical

activities and operations. HACE is the most severe illness and can progress to death over

1 to 3 days and in some instances in less than 12 hours, if left untreated. HAPE can also

be rapidly fatal and is the most common cause of death among the altitude illnesses. The

most common illness at high altitudes is the acute mountain sickness (AMS), which is

caused by rapid ascent to high altitudes. Rapid ascent is defined as altitude gain ( ractic.

over 1,800 m) in 24 hours or less. According to research results, 10 to 20 % of soldiers

who ascend rapidly (in <24 hours) to altitudes between 1,800 – 2,500 m experience some

mild symptoms. Rapid ascent to 3,000 m causes mild symptoms in 75 % of personnel.

Rapid ascent to elevations of 3,600 – 4,300 m will result in moderate symptoms in over

Weather phenomenon Description Tactical impact

Solar Radiation

Increased sun radiation in high moun-
tains*
* The UV radiation in the mountains in-
creases enormously with altitude under snow
conditions. If there is 100% UV radiation at
200m above sea level, it is 190% at 2500m
and 200% at 3500m. In snow conditions the
values increase in 1500m to 390% and in
3500m to 480%. Source; Franz, H., Ökologie
der Hochgebirge, 1979, Stuttgart, Ulmer
(Phythologie). 

Reduces battle worthiness of sol-
diers by:
- Sunburn or/and snow blindness 
- Sunstroke
- Interrupted eyesight due to dazzle
// Radiation can be used for energy pro-
duction

Storm and Rain

Sucks the soil, makes torrents and
flushes

Landslides and mudslides

Storms makes the use of UAV or drones
impossible

Hampers the trajectory of indirect fire
support.

- Decreases mobility:

- Requires road cleaning capabilities
(engineers)

- Reduce trafficability

- Requires a switch back to conven-
tional methods (contingency-plan-
ning)

- Lowers the effectiveness of tacti-
cal fire

Lightning

Lightning strike on opened or exposed
places (summits, ridges)

- Requires protection measures for
troops – slows down the speed,
limits timely use of exposed posi-
tions, etc.

- Limits the use of radios
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50 % of soldiers and 12–18 % may have severe symptoms. Rapid ascent to 5,000 m causes

severe, incapacitating symptoms in almost all individuals. Vigorous physical activity dur‐

ing the ascent or within the first 24 hours after the ascent will increase both the incidence

and the severity of the symptoms3. 

Effects of cold – cold stress

The higher we go, the colder it gets. As a general rule the temperature decreases with el‐

evation and mountains are more exposed to winds, rain and snow. For every 100m in el‐

evation gain there is a decrease of 0.65°C to 1C°4 in still air temperature, and for every

increase of 10 km/h in wind speed there is a decrease of 4°C on the bare skin. 

3 USARIEM Technical Note 94-2 : Medical Problems In High Mountain Environments. A Handbook For Medical Officers,
U.S. Army Research Institute Of Environmental Medicine, Natick, MA, 1994; Tersch, R., (2009) Examining the results
of certain effects of high altitude on soldiers using modelling and simulating Results of Certain Effects of High Altitude. 

4 Environmental lapse rate = 0.65°C/100 m (The rate at which the temperature decreases as altitude increases (air with
moisture); The actual rate at which the temperature drops with altitude is called the environmental lapse rate. In the
troposphere, the average environmental lapse rate is a drop of about 6.5°C for every 1,000 meters in increased height
(Danielson, Levin, and Abrams, 2003). 
Dry, adiabatic lapse rate (ideal gas!) = 1°C /100m; The dry adiabatic lapse rate for air depends only on the specific
heat capacity of air at constant pressure and the acceleration due to gravity. The dry adiabatic lapse rate for the
Earth’s atmosphere equals 9.8 °C per 1,000meters

Wind chill chart

Temperature (ºC)

Calm 5 0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40

10 3 -3 -9 -15 -21 -27 -33 -39 -45 -51

20 1 -5 -12 -18 -24 -31 -37 -43 -49 -56

30 0 -7 -13 -20 -26 -33 -39 -46 -52 -59

40 -1 -7 -14 -21 -27 -34 -41 -48 -54 -61

50 -2 -8 -15 -22 -29 -35 -42 -49 -56 -63

60 -2 -9 -16 -23 -30 -37 -43 -50 -57 -64

70 -2 -9 -16 -23 -30 -37 -44 -51 -59 -66

80 -3 -10 -17 -24 -31 -38 -45 -52 -60 -67

90 -3 -10 -17 -25 -32 -39 -46 -53 -61 -68

100 -3 -11 -18 -25 -32 -40 -47 -54 -61 -69

Source: U.S. National Weather Service Meteorological Services of Canada
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The phenomenon of additional thermal strain of cold winds on the body is called wind

chill. Wind chill charts are commonly made available by weather services and represent

the freezing time of the skin directly exposed to the air. For example, at a temperature of

‐20, with a windspeed of 10 km/h, the freezing time of the naked skin is about 30 minutes,

while at 30 km/h it can be as low as 10 minutes.

Acute cold exposure enhanced with combination of wind and humidity/moisture may

cause cold damage in two ways: 

‐ Hypothermia, which means the whole body cools down, and thus it can be life threat‐

ening5.

‐ Frostbite, mainly on extremities of the body.

Acute cold exposure results in rapid vasoconstriction at the extremities, reducing at first

the blood flow to the skin. If the cold stress is prolonged and/or intense, the blood flow

is more heavily diverted to the body core and can compromise blood delivery to the mus‐

cles. Blood flow and skin/muscle temperature can be reduced to such an extent that the

extremities may become functionally impaired and the individual may be incapacitated

for many tasks, thus the battle worthiness for tactical activities will decrease and in worst

case cold can kill.

Coldness in general leads to a degration of physical and mental effectiveness. 

Cold and extreme cold can be a major limitation to compete and sustain the missions.

These conditions require proper equipment, training, acclimatization and the experience

of officers and NCOs. In planning and conducting a tactical activity coldness requires more

frequent rotation of troops and it must be considered that more time is needed to organ‐

ize and execute a task.

Population

Mountain regions are mostly characterized by a relatively low density of population and

highly uneven distribution. In general, the concentration of the population is in the valleys

and along the axes of movement. The population living in the mountains is used to and

adapted to their living region, and in general have the best knowledge of the terrain, the

weather conditions, seasonal specifications (tendencies) and manifest and latent infra‐

structure issues.

In terms of tactical activities the military must take into consideration that the mountain

people use the same scare infrastructure and resources that military operations need.

5 Hypothermia sets in when the core temperature reaches 35°C or less. 4 levels of hypothermia are known: 1.moderate
hypothermia (35-32°C; intensive shivering); 2.Severe hypothermia (32 to 28°C; shivering stops, waling becomes im-
possible; 3. Deep hypothermia (28 to 24°C); hypertonic coma; 4.lifeless appearance (core temp < 24°C) 
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Mountain regions are home to an immensely diverse range of cultures and ethnic groups.

Many areas also have a long history of culture, trading or conflict relationships with other

regions. In mountainous areas the existence of clans and tribes is still present and in some

cases the ethnicity and tribe is more important to the locals then national borders and

nationalities.

In terms of tactical activities the military must take in consideration that the people use

the same scarce infrastructure and resources which are also needed for military opera‐

tions. The cultural awareness of the specialities of the people living in mountainous re‐

gions must be taken into account in the decision making process and knowledge &

expertise from locals should be used as knowledge resource.

Environmental effects on tactical activities

All these above mentioned environmental factors have decisive impact on conducting land operations
in a mountainous terrain. The planning and execution of tactical activities must involve these envi-
ronmental impacts in the risk management process, as a crucial part of the leading and decision mak-
ing process. 

The environmental factors can change very quickly, so planning and execution of tactical activities is
a permanently challenging and dynamic process in which the enemy and the environment (nature)
gets a vote. 

The level of skills and knowledge of individuals and collectives facing the environmental challenges
determines the latitude of tactical activities and the courses of actions within these activities. The

Figure 5: Impacts on tactical operations
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higher the level of skills and education, the more options for tactical courses of actions exist in the
usage of the environment for own purpose.

Elevation and especially high altitude lowers down every performance. Without adaption this can be
a life-threatening to personnel/soldiers. For tactical activities in high altitude terrain, smaller but well-
trained and adapted forces are in general more suitable than not-adapted masses of soldiers. The
environment affects tactical, behavioral, and logistic challenges in a crucial way. It is crucial to be
aware that not only extreme temperatures, wind, ultraviolet radiation, snow and ice, but also waste
lands and especially hypoxia make mountain warfare especially difficult and demands agile decision
making and taking action.

Infrastructure in mountainous environment is generally limited and their use, in concurrence with
local population, heavily affects military operations. It is necessary to manage their usage for tactical
activities, for support or rescue and evacuation operations and for the use of the locals. 

Enabling assets, MilEng and CSS always must be planned in support of maneuver either to improve
or build suitable infrastructure in support of the military operation. 

Cultural awareness is a decisive component in the decision making process. 

It is also imperative that troops, as well as the commanders, are familiar with the mountainous terrain
for successful terrain management to accomplish a mission.
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Fundamentals & basic mw principles 

Mountain Warfare (MW) is the employment of forces in terrain with major differences

in elevation, particular meteorological effects, and poor or non‐existent infrastructure.

According to the terrain features in NATO‐led missions or tasks, it is necessary in planning

and force generation to have interoperable forces or an interoperable task organization,

based on common tactical principles and a common understanding of the tactical ap‐

proaches to Mountain Warfare. 

High-ground-control

In a mountainous environment, the sparse road and path network plays such a crucial

role, that operations usually aim to get and/or keep roads, tracks, paths, and passes under

control (i.e. in one´s own hands), to keep them undisturbed for own use and to make the

use of them by the opponent/enemy more difficult or at best impossible. 

The key points of mountainous terrain is, in general, of crucial importance, and mostly

located at elevations which allows to affect the use or non‐use of the road and path net‐

work. Most of these key points are located in dominant terrain, which is on high ground

from which you can control tactical activities in the valleys. It is always crucial to also as‐

sess the counter slopes to the own movements and to control them in order to minimize

the tactical risk (high priority task).

Controlling the dominant terrain creates the tactical benefit of constituting a high level

of vulnerability for the opponent and keeps the possibility of a wide range of options

open.

To achieve these goals the high‐ground control of the battlefield and/or area of operation

is indispensable for any tactical activities in mountainous terrain. 

Three-factor-balance

In warfighting in mountainous terrain it is crucial to find the most suitable and efficient

balance between these three factors:

‐ Mobility;

‐ Firepower;

‐ Protection.
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Speed and agility in difficult mountainous terrain often means better security and pro‐

tection than the most protective dress code. 

As soon as any factor begins to dominate, the others will be harmed. 

Use of reserves

Tactical commanders must decide whether to plan and use a central reserve according

to infantry principles in the lowlands, or whether to use small local reserves. In depend‐

ency on the weather and the available means of transport, it is often better to have more

small local reserves which are held as close to the front lines as possible. Otherwise, the

unpredictable conditions of terrain and weather may delay their arrival for the crucial

phase of battle.

Reserves in Mountain Warfare must have the same mobility level as the troops in the

front line. According to the season, they need also “winter‐mobility“, that is, being able

to move and fight on skies or snowshoes and/or by using over‐snow vehicles.

Planners and decision‐makers must be aware that reserves cannot always be shifted rap‐

idly in mountainous terrain, and their mobility level is affected by the factors of training

and environmental conditions. The option of air transport can speed up the shifting of

reserves and enforce the surprise effect.

In high and extremely high mountains, the reserve forces must have at least the same

level of acclimatization as the front‐line forces.

Once reserves are committed the commander must reconstitute it as soon as possible. 

Manouvre and decentralization

Due to the narrow terrain compartments in mountainous terrain, unified control is often

only possible over small units. Therefore Mountain combat is in most cases decentralized.

In dependency on the environment, small units march separately but strike together

when this is the best course of action.

Figure 6: 3-Factor-Balance in Mountain Warfare 
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The compartmentalization of mountainous terrain can also require a decentralized com‐

bat. In such cases the companies, platoons or even squads fight in isolation, even if they

are geographically close together. 

Movement in mountainous terrain is in general much slower but, especially in winter

(depending on the snow conditions and relief), it can also speed up decisively with over‐

snow vehicles and if the necessary skills (e.g. skiing proficiency) are at an advanced or

expert level.

Actions in contact are as they trained. Simple actions become difficult in MW, and difficult

actions are impossible in adverse weather and terrain. Mutual trust inside the unit and

through the echelons is basic for MW. Generally quality takes precedence over quantity

in MW. Human capital cannot be replaced by technology.

Surprise

Surprise is a basic principle to gain an advantage in Mountain Warfare tactics. Proficiency

in using the factors of terrain, time, and environmental effects (especially weather con‐

ditions) for the own purposes and creates the tactical advantage of surprise. Surprise of‐

fers the advantage of possessing the initiative in a terrain or under weather conditions

where it is not expected under normal circumstances. 

Surprise can be achieved by:

‐ The ability to use obviously inaccessible terrain by superior mobility;

‐ The ability to make adverse terrain usable by installing safety and rope installations;

‐ Using adverse weather conditions for unexpected tactical activities and unrecognized

movements;

‐ Efficient firepower and manpower on the spot through the tactical principle of “move

separately – strike together”, (but avoid own crossfire); 

‐ Bringing superior or unexpected weapons into force at key points, which the opponent

is not able to stand and defend against.

Leadership

In compartmentalized mountainous terrain, combat is often decentralized and takes

place at the company, platoon or even squad level. Direct leadership is therefore more

decisive in MW, and the mountainous environment requires junior leaders to set an ex‐

ample of physical fitness, will power, endurance and proficiency. Mountainous terrain,

adverse weather conditions and the environment demands that leaders are on the spot

and set the example, which often means acting out of their comfort zone. Leaders at all

echelons must practice Risk Management related to tactical dangers (tactical risks from

the enemy) and also environmental dangers (accident risks from natural effects). This is

the basis for a disciplined initiative, thus taking “the sweet spot ” for successful tactical

activities in MW.
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Leaders need to know their soldiers as well as their tactical tools and assets within their

responsibility. Their knowledge of the abilities and limits of their personnel and material

enables a successful direct – and organizational leadership . Particularly in poor and/or

cold weather conditions, leaders in the field must look after the resilience and staying

power of combat readiness of their soldiers by suitable measures, such as relief in time,

providing the opportunity to warm up, to dry clothing, and to maintain equipment. The

translation of the principle of “mission command” into real action or the use of “mission

command” in commanding subordinate leaders must be understood. Leadership is one

of the key factors when conducting operations in a mountainous environment.

Planning and commanding principles in MW 

Centralized planning – decentralized execution 

The control of the battle by the higher commander is limited largely to a preconceived

and thorough plan, since the uncertain channels of signal communication usually prevent

them from intervening effectively in operations once the battle has begun.

Due to the often narrow terrain compartments in the mountains, unified control is very

often possible only over small units. Higher commanders depend to a great extent on

subordinates of all grades to carry out their plans. 

It is a Mountain Warfare principle that planning is centralized, while its execution (com‐

bat), forced by the environment, is often/mostly decentralized. Accurate planning is

therefore crucial. In the planning stage some special factors should be considered:

‐ Planning of movements and manoeuvers in mountainous terrain require the consid‐

eration of heights + valleys, considering elevation + distance, and forming a suitable

Task Organization dependent on the environment + the mission;

‐ Risk Management in general must consider the tactical risk as well as the accident

risk; 

‐ The operation plan must respect the real environment with natural obstacles, hin‐

drances and dominating key points;

‐ The main effort of tactical activities must be clearly planned by anticipating tactical

and environmental/natural situations, because a shift in the tactical main effort is dif‐

ficult once the forces have been distributed. Every shift in the main effort is time con‐

suming; 

‐ Planning in Mountain Warfare always requires planning minimum two schemes of

manoeuvre (good and bad weather scheme of manoeuvre – alternative planning);

‐ The planning of reserves requires a decision on whether to use one central reserve

located in the backward area, according to tactical infantry norms, or to use small

local reserves located close to the front line. This affects the force structure, the task

organization and equipment;

‐ Planning in Mountain Warfare often aims to close, dominate or control the lines of

movement and overwatch the terrain in between;
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‐ Planning in mountain warfare includes the usage of natural obstacles and natural ef‐

fects for warfighting;

‐ Simplicity in planning enables success in execution;

‐ The range of weapon systems is often a limiting factor to battle‐worthiness and thus

can create vulnerability; 

‐ The enemy and nature both get a vote in MW. In general, the options for “shoot (fight),

move, survive and communicate” are significantly dependent on the “independent

variable, nature”. Nature, especially meteorological effects, changes often, and often

very fast; 

‐ Planners (staff) must understand that mountainous terrain and meteorological effects

adversely affects time and space. Realistic timetables must be made based on recon‐

naissance, the commander’s practical knowledge of the mountain battlefield, and con‐

sultancy and recommendations from experts;

‐ Supply and Resupply is crucial in Mountain Warfare and must be planned accurately,

realistically and seriously;

‐ Planning includes Risk Management, and in MW it is always double‐headed. There is

the tactical risk, and there is also always an accident risk (mountain hazard) in moun‐

tainous terrain caused, by the changing effects of nature. 

Mission command

Mission command is acknowledged in some nations´ forces and as well in NATO, but it is

not consistently described and thus opens space for constructivist misinterpretation and

misunderstanding in different facets. While some armies practice mission command al‐

ready over a long time it came into NATO and some of the Allies only recently in the 90ies

as a consequence of facing unpredictable und uncertain contexts and thus a need for com‐

manding and acting in a more flexible way.

What is common in most approaches is, that mission command is a philosophy of lead‐

ership or at least an instrument for leadership which touches the sort and make of col‐

laboration.

A Short History Trip of Mission Command:

The Italian diplomat and political theorist Niccolò Machiavelli (1469 ‐1527) stressed al‐

ready in his book “The Prince” the need for collaboration. He stated, even a prince can

only be successful when he utilizes the strengths of his ministers and their collaboration.

Carl von Clausewitz (1812) stressed in his “Principles of War” the need for timely and

swift decisions, thus never to waste time. 

In the 20th and 21th Century Military experiences and lessons learned has further re‐

sulted in principles relating to practicing mission command such as some examples done

by General Rommel in World War I, General Schwarzkopf in the Iraqi war or, recently in

Afghanistan within “Operation Anaconda” or “Dinner Out”. When General Schwarzkopf

was leading “Desert Storm” he stated to be in a VUCA‐Situation (volatile, uncertain, com‐
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plex and ambiguous), because the enemy was unknown, the location was unknown and,

he had to lead forces from several nations which were also unknown Allies. In such a sit‐

uation mission command was seen to be a successful approach. 

As conclusion of these simplified historical examples it seems that mission command is

a suitable approach to obtain the desired operational effect, especially in unpredictable

complex and critical situations and contexts, it seems to be a successful leadership ap‐

proach in a VUCA World. 

Shortcut of a Definition and Content:

Mission command commands the who, what, where, and why in a big picture but it is

truly and never the micromanagement of the “how to”. Mission Command is the Army s

approach to a “command and control” that empowers subordinates decision making and

execution appropriate to the real situation on the spot.

The Commanders give their clear intention, the mission, the achievable objectives and

provide the required resources, forces and time to the executive level. That is, by mission

command the responsibility of execution and the freedom of action for this execution is

given to the commanding level on the spot including the willingness to allow them mis‐

takes. Giving this kind of autonomy to them enhances their feeling toward responsibility

and creates intrinsic motivation. Thus it enhances agility, flexibility in general and as well

allows each leader to focus on his level of responsibilities and tasks. The Allied Tactical

Publication (ATP 3.2.2) mentions that mission command consists of the four elements:

‐ Commander’s intent;

‐ Subordinates’ initiative;

Figure 7: Command and Control vs. Mission Command
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‐ Mission‐type orders;

‐ Resource allocation.

The Principles of mission command are as shown in the below figure:

For mission command it is indispensable to have mutual trust and thus a “trust culture”

upwards and downwards the chain of command in contrary to a downwards “control cul‐

ture”. Trust is a complex psychological construct that can neither be ordered (com‐

manded) nor be controlled. Trust only develops over a time period based on perceptions,

acceptance and performance in the individuals knowing, being and doing of followers as

well as leaders. There are trust givers and trust takers. Mission command only works if

it is developed on long term sight during the training and education process at the dif‐

ferent echelons. It is similar to a socialization process which takes time. But when it

works, the soldiers WANT to do do what is their leader’s intent, because they accept, trust

and follow him. On the other hand the leader who practices mission command knows he

can have trust because “a strong commander does not know weak soldiers” and he can

count on the followers competences because they are willing to use them to the good of

the mission or organization. 

In order to carry out their plans, higher commanders depend to a great extent on their

subordinate leader(s) and soldiers of all grades, including the best enlisted men. 

To face this peculiarity of MW, the principle of mission command is a powerful and re‐

quired leadership instrument. Mission command is in general the conduct of military op‐

erations through decentralized execution based upon mission‐type orders. The aim is

that soldiers use, by their own will, their whole intelligence and personality within their

Figure 8: Principles of. Mission Command
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area of responsibility, on behalf of the commander´s intention to accomplish a mission

or task. 

Responsibility and initiative must be taken at all echelons to fulfil the common task or

mission. 

Commanders must have trust in their subordinate leaders, and give them the necessary

freedom of action and flexibility to act independently according to the reality‐situation

on the ground. It is therefore crucial for subordinates to understand the superior com‐

mander´s intent. 

For mission command a commander must give essential and absolutely clear orders on

what is his intention (time, effects, quality, etc.), but not how it must be done. For mission

command it is vital that the receiver of the mission command has understood the mission

and the intent of the superior. In Mountain Warfare the uncertainty of the environment, in

particular meteorological effects such as the weather, require this special amount of flexi‐

bility on the spot, because they have real‐time information and the relevant “ground truth”.

The situation on the spot may require unplanned and unrehearsed actions. The leader on

the spot need the freedom of movement to adapt to these requirements and situations.

Mission command needs a leadership fundament with a trust‐culture in contrary to a

control‐culture. It bases on a transformational leadership style1, which makes the given

mission to the taken mission at the execution level, and creates an intrinsic motivation

to accomplish the given task. 

Furthermore, mission command allows a commander time to focus on his efforts to deal

with truly important issues at his leadership level. “MISSION COMMAND” is the basic

principle of commanding in MW through task‐oriented orders.

Fundamentals of mission command2:

Commanders: provide clear intention, mission, achievable objectives, required resources,

forces and time;

1 Transformational leadership assumes that the leader´s behaviors and processes can change and transform the in-
dividuals. It assumes that leaders can impact followers´ emotions, values, ethics and long-term goals and change
them to a better. Highly moral leaders inspire their followers to fully engage in a common project /goal for the over-
all good of the organization. Under the transformational leadership approach, a leader translates his followers’ val-
ues and motivations to a higher level, thus changing their needs and preferences to suit the intended goal, i.e.,
transforming their motivation to fulfil a task to the intrinsic level. In contrary, transactional leadership works on re-
ward and punishment basis, and thus a follower or subordinate is only extrinsic motivated for action in order to
avoid punishment or achieve a reward. In conclusion, decentralized execution is not automatically correlated with
mission command and vice versa.

2 According to ATP 3.2.2 mission command must consist of the four elements: 
- Commander’s intent.
- Subordinates’ initiative.
- Mission-type orders.
- Resource allocation
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Subordinates: execute responsibility to fulfil the commanders intent.

The principles of mission command are:

‐ A clear “commander´s intent” and an understanding of the commander´s intent;

‐ Acceptance of responsibilities (at echelon levels);

‐ Willingness to accept mistakes;

‐ Freedom of action for the execution; 

‐ Mutual trust; (trust culture upwards and downwards the formal hierarchy);

‐ Making the commanders intent to ones own intent/goal by own willingness and

strong believe.

“Nowhere more than in the mountains does the lowest leader have the opportunity to work inde-
pendently”3

Command and control4

Mountainous terrain and/or unpredictable weather conditions creates difficulties for

command and coordination, as well as mobility and manoeuvre. 

The environmental conditions affect communications at high altitudes. Satellite commu‐

nications and the use of command and control (C2) aircraft can offset some terrain lim‐

itations and reduce reliance on bulky radio equipment. Satellite communication can be

hampered by steep mountains and gorges5. 

The environment often requires the use of relay stations (including UAS) to enable com‐

mand and control effectiveness in battle management.

The possibility of an air mobile command post, for example an air transportable container

system (internal or external load), is helpful to be timely operational in C2 issues, thus

being ready for coordination of fire at the target engagement authority.

3 Franz Freiherr Kuhn von Kuhnenfeld (1817-1896), Theorist of Mountain Warfare.
4 Command and control is the authority, responsibility, and activity of military commanders in the direction and coor-

dination of military forces and in the implementation of orders related to the execution of operations (ATP 3.2.2).
5 Concerning satellite communication (SATCOM) there are satellite networks of Iridium, Inmarsat and Thuraya are cur-

rently available. To be able to use their services, they require "visual contact" to the satellite, that is, a free connection
line (clouds are not a problem). The Iridium satellite network can be used worldwide as it utilizes a fleet of low-orbiting
satellites that fly over the poles, spanning the globe. However, steep mountains can hide the view to the satellite, so
that some time can pass before the next satellite comes into view. In contrast, Thuraya and Inmarsat use geostationary
satellites that are high above the equator and thus always overlook the same part of the earth's surface. The Inmarsat
offers world-wide coverage outside the polar regions. Even with these systems communication in the mountains can
fail if the view is shifted in the direction of the equator, which can be the case in steep ravines or on a steep mountain
wall.
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The command post architecture must be adapted to the mission/operation and environ‐

ment. 

The integration of a mountain cell in the command post is crucial for Risk Management

with regard to accident risk caused by the environment.

Dispersed and compartmented troops will find it harder to have the same operational

picture as the command post, and vice versa. Commanders will often only have a mixture

between “truth on the ground” and a “truth at the command post”. To manage this prob‐

lem, commanding by the principle of “mission command” has been found to be the most

suitable.

Mountain cell and use of experts

The Mountain Cell is a recommended feature of MW. It is part of the command post

and/or HQ. It can be an own cell or a sub‐cell in the S2/J2 or S3/J3 cell depending on the

echelon of command, national or task force regulations, and/or orders.

The general tasks of the mountain cell are to: 

‐ Assess and evaluate the environmental situation in the area of responsibility and in

the area of interest with regard to risk management; 

‐ Advise the commander with regard to the environmental risks and the options to mit‐

igate them; 

‐ Develop the Mountain Situation Plan, provide it as an Annex (Overlay) to the operation

plan, and keep it up to date. 

To accomplish these tasks, the mountain cell works systematically and continuously as

part of the command and control process by assessing the situation, relating this to the

operation planning, and presenting the resulting conclusions in a Mountain Situation

Plan.

This advice should enable the tactical commander to also consider the objective hazard

aspects of the mountains in theirs estimation of the situation before making decisions,

issuing orders and ordering measures. The mountain cell  ractices environmental risk

assessment and proposes possible options (courses of actions) from an environmental

danger point of view, thus enabling the tactical commander to make an informed deci‐

sion.

The Mountain Cell must be run by experts.

The role of MW expert:

The role of an expert in Mountain Warfare is multifaceted. Subject Matter Experts for

Mountain Warfare (MW SME) are individuals with mountaineering skills and knowledge
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at expert level, together with a deep understanding of the processes and procedures

which impact tactical activities in mountainous terrain in positive and negative ways.

They have completed a formal training and education which is certificated by a national

and/or international qualification or licence, such as Military Mountain Guide, Mountain

Leader or similarly valuated qualifications. What an expert is able to do is precisely de‐

fined in ATrainP‐6 (2019). Generally speaking the expert has standard tasks in the dif‐

ferent fields, shown in Figure 8.

Advice and consultancy in the planning process:

The expert on the frontline gives advice to the tactical commander on the front line, and

also provides the mountain cell in the rearward area with information and data from the

spot. The expert(s) inside the mountain cell collect all this data and information, enhancing

them with extra information and data available at the command post or HQ, such as Geo‐

Meteo services and products. Based on this data and information the SMEs assess the po‐

tential environmental and technical risks and develop alternative options to manage or

mitigate them to an acceptable level. Thus SMEs give advice or recommendations (rational

evaluated options) to the tactical commander and/or planner with regard to environmental

Risk Management. They propose alternative options or risk mitigation measures with re‐

alistic scores in time and ressource requirements. Some examples are march planning

(scheduling/equipment), weather assessment, assessment of the snow and avalanche sit‐

uation, and so on. They develop and contribute to orders with relevant annexes and over‐

lays, such as the “Mountain Situation Plan” which is part of the tactical operation plan.

The system of information flow to the staff in the command post or HQ is as shown in

Figure 9.

Special Combat tasks:

In adverse terrain and weather conditions, which require special skills and experience

the SMEs´ tasks can be: 

‐ Bringing external Military Personnel or Tactical Elements, such as snipers, JFST, Joint

Terminal Attack Controller, etc. to their place of operation;

Figure 9: General tasks of MW SME 
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‐ Prepare the terrain for tactical use by safety or risk reduction measures (safety sys‐

tems, rope installations, blasting of avalanches, etc.); 

‐ Plan, lead and execute special tactical tasks in difficult and extremely difficult terrain

with a “task‐force team” of advanced or expert personnel6; 

‐ Give advice on survival measures in mountainous terrain; 

‐ Trigger avalanches in order to make the terrain usable for your own manoeuvres

(avalanche risk reduction) or to use the triggering of avalanches to harm the enemy.

Rescue tasks:

‐ In the event of an emergency SMEs, advise and give consultancy advice to the respon‐

sible planners and coordinators of all kind of mountain rescue/evacuation activities

(including Personnel Recovery in mountainous terrain); 

‐ SMEs are qualified to carry out all kinds of technical rescue missions, such as terres‐

trial rescue, sub‐terrestrial rescue, water rescue and as well as air rescue in the role

of the rescuer on the spot;

6 This is an additionally course of action for tactical decision makers in MW, if the environment requires expert skills
and SOF with this capability is not available in time or are not available in general. 

Figure 10: Role of experts on the mountainous battlefield
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‐ SMEs contribute to hazard response issues as well as to personnel recovery in moun‐

tainous terrain (mountain assistance in evacuation);

‐ SMEs are able to perform a planner function in execution of an rescue operation in

mountainous terrain.

Training and education tasks:

In the field of Training and education in order to prepare troops for Mountain Warfare,

MW experts, plan, prepare, execute and/or supervise individual and collective education

and training according to current NATO standards (see ATrainP‐6). 

They are also responsible for the implementation of new technical equipment and tech‐

niques following lessons learned and best practices.

Material testing and evaluating tasks (material check):

Depending on national regulations, the SMEs´ tasks can include the checking of mountain

equipment and material in order to meet current safety norms and/or standards.

Risk management

Commanders and their staff must practice Risk Management. They must cope with the

risks and, in the event of failed Risk Management, there must also be an emergency plan.

Risk Management is the basis for making an informed decision to implement a suitable

COA (Course of Action), and Risk Management does not aim to remove risk altogether,

or to support a “zero defects” mindset. Risks do not only contain dangers – they also con‐

tain opportunities. The military has a mission or a task to fulfil – so a zero‐risk mindset

is seldom possible, and inaction seldom guarantees a favorable outcome. Therefore mil‐

itary commanders in MW must take disciplined initiative to accomplish a military mission

or tactical activity. Risks should be taken when they are justified and necessary for mis‐

sion accomplishment and when the tactical element can stand the potential conse‐

quences.

Figure 11: Management in MW
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Risk Management is always double‐headed, and must cope with both tactical risk(s) and

accident (environmental) risk(s). Superficial knowledge and ignorance or underestima‐

tion of mountain hazards may result in failure. In addition to facing tactical risk manage‐

ment, there must also be a correlation of terrain and weather with the proficiency of the

soldiers/troops in the planning and executing of actions and tactical activities. 

The leading question in identifying the environmental risk(s) is: What can happen in the

field of:

‐ Nature (avalanches, rockfall, severe icing, mudslides etc.), affecting maneuverability

and sustainability, causing damage and threatening lives (e.g. large avalanche can com‐

pletely cut off the whole valley);

‐ Action or inaction (your own and your opponent´s) ‐ both can have consequences in

task failure or in lives lost by taking no or the wrong action;

‐ Material (damage, loss, usability, etc.), as the replacements cannot be made instantly

and may endanger the success of the mission;

‐ Human/soldiers (death, injury, illness, etc.) as the highest price that could be paid,

with all the consequential effects and costs.

A systematic approach to the answers can be taken by the use of the hazard identification

Matrix.

Meteorological factors (M) 

M1 Visibility range in daylight (restrictions due to fog, rain, snow) with time 
(from-to or at)

M2 Rainfall forecast (rain, snowfall, hail, thunderstorm (risk of lightning strike))
with time 

M3 Wind (wind direction, foehn storm, wind chill factor) with time 

M4 Temperature (maximum and minimum temperature, freezing point in relation
to altitude, melting of snow)

M5 Air pressure (rising, dropping)

M6 Weather forecast (for the planning period) 

M7 …..

Geological/geographical factors (GG) 

GG1 Passability (e. g. with crampons or by setting up fixed-rope climbing)

GG2 Trafficability according to vehicle type (wheeled/tracked, measurements, mili-
tary load classification, weight) 

GG3 Risk of slipping/falling (for people, animals, and vehicles)

GG4 Danger of rockfall/rockslide

GG5 Danger of sinkholes in the employment area 
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GG6 Volcanic phenomena in the employment area 

GG7 Avarage steepnees/ Steepest places ...

GG8 Max. Elevation

GG9 …

Hydrological factors (H) 

H1 Flooding Water from melting snow 

H2 Undercutting (of roads, tracks and bridges)

H3 Water depths (of streams and rivers)

H4 Icing (passable, trafficable, ice cover)

H5 Water resources (drinking or service water)

H6 …..

Nivological factors (N) 

N1 Avalanche risk 1-5 (European Scale)

N2 Depth/consistency of snow (deep snow, load-bearing)

N3 Passability (with skis, snowshoes, crampons)

N4 Trafficability of tracks and trails, possibly intermediate terrain (vehicle type, 
vehicle weight, pack animals)

N5 …..

Botanical factors (B) 

B1 Vegetation 

B2 Forest line (e. g. deciduous forest, coniferous forest, young forest, mountain
pine fields, steep meadow slopes)

B3 Fire hazard (risk of forest fire, grass fire, steppe fire)

B4 …..

Glaciological factors (G)

G1 Glaciation and danger of crevasses (crevasse width, usable glacier bridges)

G2 Falling ice, seracs (glacial towers)

G3 Scree movements 

G4 Glacial swamps, glacial lakes 

G5 …..

Zoological factors (Z) 

Z1 Deer population (rockfall)

Z2 Livestock (helicopter employment)

Z3 Dangerous and poisonous animals (e. g. snakes in coves)

Z4 …..
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The mountain cell must process recognized environmental risks and recommend possible

courses of action to:

‐ Avoid the risk(s), and/or

‐ Minimize the risk, and/or

‐ Transfer the risk, and/or

‐ Accept the highest tolerable level of risk.

With these recommendations the commander must be enabled to make decisions on the

best course of action for accomplishing a mission/task in a comprehensive way.

Risk Management in this way should be executed in 4 steps (Figure 10). Due to the fact

that environmental risks can change very quickly, Risk Management in MW is an ongoing,

dynamic process.

Figure 12: Risk Management in MW, general overview

Figure 13: 4-Step Risk Management in MW
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In general, the following recommendations are given:

‐ Do not take unnecessary risks in MW. Risk Management does not aim to remove risk

altogether, or to support a zero defects mindset. The military has a mission or a task

to fulfil, so a zero‐risk mindset is seldom possible, and inaction seldom guarantees a

favourable outcome. Risks should be taken when they are justified and necessary for

mission accomplishment and when the tactical element can stand the potential con‐

sequences;

‐ All actions must serve the mission;

‐ Balance benefit and investment (time/soldiers/equipment/etc.);

‐ Follow (national/international) safety regulations;

‐ Obey the Rules of Engagement.

The operation plan in MW

Proper planning and preparation enhance the probability of being able to cope in the

mountainous environment, and to ensure the optimal efficiency of the deployed troops.

Depending on the mission, the battle space must be analyzed according to the accident

(environmental) risk, the tactical risk, and the suitability of the available Forces and Re‐

sources. 

Especially in MW the Military Decision Making Proces (MDMP) is extremely important,

because it is difficult to make changes later, and due to the frequent delegation of author‐

ity (mission command principle), the commander´s plan must be unambiguous.

The operation plan is, in general, determined by the environment, so the “matrix” of in‐

fantry principles must be modified to fit the high and rugged terrain.

“If you fail to plan, you plan to fail.”

Figure 14: Triangle of Variables in MW
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Planners (staff) must understand that mountainous terrain adversely affects time and

space, but by using the terrain in the optimum way with suitable resources/forces it may

also be an enormous advantage. 

In planning a tactical activity, realistic timetables must be made based on reconnaissance,

the commander’s practical knowledge of the mountain battlefield, consultation with ex‐

perts and the capability of own forces. 

According to mission command, the planning triad of two levels up and down must be

respected. That is, the own area of responsibility must be mastered in any case; at one

level up and down the intention of this echelon must be understood; and at the second

level up and down the plan should be known. As a simple example, a battalion com‐

mander must understand the next higher commander`s tactical idea and the battalions`

tactical role inside this idea or the platoon level must know the Battalion Aid Station

(BAS). This basic principle is shown in Figure 12.

The operation plan is a directive, usually formal, issued by a commander to subordinate

commanders for the purpose of effecting the coordinated execution of an operation and

consists of the Operation‐Order (OPORD) plus the usual Annexes, such as the Graphical

Operation Plan (Operations Overlay); the TO; the FASP; the Barrier plan; the MW specific

Mountain Situation Plan; the MW specific Logistic Plans (Transport Plan with helicopter

support & ‐Supply Plan as all‐weather plan), and others depending on situation and task.

In MW the Operation Order and the operations overlay are dominated by the assessment

Figure 15: 2-Level up and down principle in MW, example: battalion level
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of the terrain, thus the terrain (environment) dominates in MW the matrix of the opera‐

tion plan.

For the development of the operation plan and the preliminary graphical operation plan

(preliminary operations overlay) the following steps are recommended as a guideline

and shown in the following steps.

Step 1: Sign in the control and coordination lines

The lines of control and coordination must be defined in accordance with the real terrain.

These lines are in most cases given by the next higher echelon. The so defined area is the

starting point for the own planning. The matrix of control and coordination lines is de‐

termined in Mountain Warfare by the terrain. The lines of control and coordination must

be clear in the real battle field. If the lines are in the region of ridges, streets, paths, rivers

Figure 16: OpPlan: OPORD and Annexes

Figure 17
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etc.,it must be clear by the lines, who is responsible for the ridge (“high ground control”),

the routes, etc.. In planning don`t put these lines exactly on the ridges (or streams, roads

etc.).

Step 2: Create the task organization

Make a decision on where and how to use the available resources and forces. The COM

has to decide which forces will be attached, detached or have the directive to support. 

The reinforcement via task organization by tactical elements or assets must be in accor‐

dance with the ordered main effort in the OPORD and the operations overlay. 

The task organization goes along with the central decision on whether to use a central

reserve or local reserves.

Figure: 18
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Step 3: Organization of Combat (Terrain Management):

Provide the next lower echelon with their area of responsibility and their mission/ tasks,

according to the terrain, The terrain dominates in MW the matrix. Decide whether to

order:

‐ Clear Battle Positions (BP), i.e. defence positions; that means no withrawal from this

position in backward alternate positions without the allowance of the next tactical

echelon; 

‐ A sector, i.e. defense sector, which means the combat begins at this position but using

alternate positions in the own backward area is on the responsible tactical decision

maker in this area of responsibility;

‐ An area of operation, that means means fully mission command how to use the own

area of responsibility for the given mission.

Use a numbering system for tactical coordination issues. A system for this could be num‐

bering from left to right and form forward to backward.

Step 4: Plan main effort and organize Air Space Management (ASM)

Decide where and on whose responsibility the main effort is for the planned conduct of

the battle. The main effort never overlaps levels of responsibility.

The main effort can be built by:

‐ Reinforcement with (an) additional tactical element(s) (cp. TO) and /or

‐ Reinforcement by (an) tactical asset(s) (cp.TO) and/or

‐ A smaller area of responsibility;

‐ Reinforcement of battle positions (fire positions) and/or

‐ Prioritizing the CS or/and CSS in this area.

Figure 19
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Plan ASM, for example it is form utmost importance if there is an high‐density airspace

control zone (HIDACZ) inside your area. If this is the case indirect fire (mortar & artillery‐

fire) and direct fire must be strictly coordinated with flight times and zones.

Step 5: Plan the Reserve(s)

Decide whether to use one central reserve in the backward area or local reserves close

to the front line.

Decide place(s), ways and engagements by considering their manoeuverability. 

Reserves in Mountain Warfare must have the same mobility level as the troops in the

front line and be aware that central reserves cannot be shifted rapidly.

Figure 20

Figure 21
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Step 6: Plan the Command and Control Facilities

Decide where to post in reality the command posts MAIN, REAR, FWD and, in case of

need, the Tactical Command Post (TAC; TAC CO).

The MAIN Command Post should not disrupt the area of the next lower echelon of responsibility;

MAIN and REAR needs infrastructure;

Before placing symbols for facilities always consider terrain and weather and radio link

possibilities. 

Step 7: Plan the Medic Facilities

The Casualty Collection Point (CCP) must be planned as close as possible to the front line,

but it must be ensured that the transportation of injured people to the Battalion Aid Sta‐

Figure 22

Figure 23
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tion (BAS) is possible under all weather conditions (take in account terrain and weather).

The BAS should be planned approx. 800–1000 m away from the Main Command post. In‐

frastructure must be available (e.g. water, energy, road system).

Step 8: Plan the Combat Service Support (CSS) facilities and their lines of communication 

Plan CSS facilities according to the actual terrain and required infrastructure.

Decide and plan one‐way or two way traffic, and deconflict tactical and/or support use

of the traffic network.

Before placing tactical symbols consider terrain and weather impacts in coordination

with the Mountain Cell.

Step 9: Plan the Fire Support 

Figure 24

Figure 25
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Generate the Field Artillery Support Plan (FASP) or Fire Support Overlay (experts in the

fire support cell will do this).

Sign in the position area for artillery (PAA) and/or

Sign in firing position areas and alternative fire position areas for mortars according to

their terrain requests.

Be aware of mountainous hindrances to the trajectories of indirect fire systems.

Step 10: Create the Mountain Situation Plan (MW Specific Annex) 

Use systematic risk management and create the Mountain Situation Plan (experts in the

mountain cell will do this).

The Mountain Cell will provide proposals and recommendations for courses of action

concerning environmental risk management and possible risk reduction and risk miti‐

gation measures with:

Figure 25a

Figure 26
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‐ the resources needed, and 

‐ the time needed.

The Mountain Situation Plan (overlay) as an Annex will provide this information. This

system is shown in figure 26a.

Step 11 and 12. Additional Plans as overlays

Typical additional overlay in MW are the Ground Based supply Plan as an all‐weather

plan and the Transportation Plan in case a helicopter support is available. Both will be

shown later on. 

Figure 26a
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Combat support in MW

Direct supporting fire

Mountainous terrain significantly influences fire support. Hard‐to‐locate and well protected

targets on peaks, in ravines, and on reverse slopes require a combination of fires and am‐

munition1. Often no continuous front‐line exists, and weather conditions are unpredictable

and challenging.

Gun and/or fire positions that are ideal for range and coverage may not be suitable be‐

cause of the intervening features and masking fire. At other times a location might be tac‐

tically sound but is an area prone to avalanches, flash floods or mudslides.

Mountain Warfare troops in good visibility have the advantage of seeing long distances,

but in general they have the disadvantage of being limited in firing at middle and long

distances and being limited in their lethality effect. 

The capability of ground based Air Defence (AD) is crucial for self defence and surviv‐

ability (surface‐to‐air). 

Demanding mountain terrain poses challenges to air defence operations, especially in

the AD units employment. Appropriate positions are rare and there is a lack of trans‐

portation routes. As a consequence, air defence weapons may not be able to deploy to

the suitable locations and, in addition man‐portable air defence systems may be the only

way of providing direct air defence protection of the units. 

Movement to and taking up firing positions in mountainous terrain requires additional time.

Mountainous terrain degrades the electronic target acquisition capabilities of air defence

systems and makes it more difficult for the air defence planner to locate and select adequate

positions to provide appropriate coverage for the units. Continuous visual observation must

be established, particularly along possible air avenues of approach.

Altitude has an effect on ballistics for direct and indirect fire2.

1 Balance of caliber and amount of ammunition
2 Example: At an elevation of 3.060 m, a round fired at a target at a distance of 1.000 m will impact almost 1.75 m

higher than at sea level.
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Ground based direct supporting fire 

Ground based direct supporting fire with heavy long range weapons should be part of

the courses of action, even if they can only be used statically. They can be brought to de‐

cisive key points as static tactical element(s) by suitable means of transport, such as hel‐

icopters, pack animals or cable cars. 

Exposing fire positions of static systems out of their own weapons range have to be

avoided.

Once direct fire support elements are deployed, major engineering as well as logistic ef‐

forts may be necessary to ensure their resupply, their security, and the options to with‐

draw them or to shift them to alternate locations in a timely fashion.

Direct fire support elements are, in general, not part of the table of organization and

equipment (TOE), i.e. they are either directed to provide direct support or they are at‐

tached (ATCHD) in the task organization. 

To ensure load reduction and the efficiency of fire power the MW principle of “more am‐

munition, fewer weapon systems” is also in force for direct fire support elements. Take

in account the downsizing of the caliber of weapon systems as the elevation increases,

due to supply and reposition restrictions.

A peculiarity of MW is the opportunity to overshoot own troops by high ground posted

fire positions, thus building a kind of “fire‐umbrella” for own movements.

For fire positions in mountainous terrain without roads, the supply of ammunition must be

considered realistic when planning this supply, with and without transport by helicopter.

The support of MW experts can improve the mobility of ground based fire support elements.

Direct Fire with explosives may as well be used for triggering avalanches for tactical purposes.

Air based direct supporting fire 

The air based direct supporting fire systems which support with air‐to‐ground fire in MW are:

‐ Close Combat Attack (CCA);

‐ Close Air Support (CAS).

Close Combat Attack in MW is mostly carried out by helicopters, and it is an incredibly

important tactical element for quick and agile direct supporting fire.

Close Combat Attack elements are a tactical tool under the direct control of the com‐

mander on the spot. In the task organization they normally have the directive to provide
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direct supporting fire, or they can be attached. Detailed integration between air and

ground forces is required. Due to mission command and the situational awareness of the

air‐crew on the spot, no final guidance from ground units or controllers is necessary.

As a tactical element they can be used for:

‐ Quick fire support in the event of emergency;

‐ Cover by fire;

‐ Concentrate fires; and/or

‐ Mass fires.

Close Air Support is not under the direct control of the commander on the spot and there

is the need to call for fire through the chain of command, and for detailed information on

this air based fire support and integration with the fire and movements on the ground.

Close Air Support in MW is generally used as a tactical element to:

‐ Clarify emergency situations;

‐ Support planned mass fires;

‐ Build the main effort by fire power.

Commanders and planners must be aware that in all cases the Time of Flight (TOF) and

the amount of ammunition is limited.

The performance of helicopters is severely limited at high altitudes and their employment

is also affected in adverse weather conditions.

Indirect supporting fire

If there is indirect supporting fire from external fire positions (ground, naval or air fire

support) the tactical element of a Joint Fire Support Teams (JFST) or Joint Fire Observer

is needed on the spot to conduct observation and fire direction and a deciding element

(JFSG or Cell3) is needed to ensure the fire support. 

If the indirect fire support element(s) is/are inside the doctrinal organization, or in case

such an elements is attached or directed to provide support, a forward observer is needed

on the spot to conduct observation and fire direction and the decision authority is then

on the tactical commander.

Undulating mountainous terrain and intervening crests require a larger number of ob‐

servers in comparison with flat terrain, located in the region of dominating heights to

cover the entire area of operations.

The mobility and survivability of JFST(s) or forward observer(s) to do their job in moun‐

3 Joint Fire Support Group or Joint Fire Support Cell
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tainous terrain is indispensable. Their mobility can be enhanced by the support of an

MW expert in bringing them by a safe (mountainous) route to their designated position.

Indirect fire support has multiple sources such as artillery and mortars, and these ele‐

ments have different fire power and battle worthiness according to their calibers and

technical data. 

To plan their fire in an appropriate way in MW it is indispensable to know their trajectories

and their maximum elevation (in shooting over a summit or mountainous ridge) and their

minimum and maximum distance of fire support. A planning matrix for the system accord‐

ing to the task organization is the basis for successful indirect fire support planning.

Trajectory problems caused by the terrain will certainly impact on its use. Additionally,

distances become more difficult for forward observers to judge and abrupt changes in

the weather can rapidly negate computational firing data. By planning indirect fire sup‐

port the tactical planner must be aware that indirect fire can be hampered by:

‐ The absolute height;

‐ The relative height;

‐ The trajectory‐distance from hindrances (summits/peaks);

‐ The angle of possible fire;

‐ The suitability of the fire positions; 

‐ The time required, depending on the environment and weather conditions, to change

the fire position.

In general, mortars are more prone and effective in MW because their trajectory enables

to engage targets on reverse slopes and to negotiate high mountains. Furthermore they

can be shifted or/and readjusted to their fire positions by air as well as on the ground,

by different means of transport such as helicopters, pack animals, cable cars and even by

carriage. 

In all cases a realistic time planning for displacing of artillery and/or mortars must be

calculated. 

Figure 27: 
Trajectory specifications of

Mortar and Artillery- Systems
(le)and an example of a 

planning matrix (ri)
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In general, artillery and mortar units need the capability of ensuring optimum fire sup‐

port under all circumstances and all weather conditions.

In MW, air burst and variable time fuzes are in MW more effective than point‐detonating

artillery rounds.

Another possibility of ground based indirect supporting fire provides the tactical asset

of guided missiles. The tactical added value of such systems is, that due to their range,

reconnaissance can be prevented at an early stage or in any case the own troops are veiled

because they only have to use their direct weapons later during a tactical activity. The

deployment of such systems in the mountains in firing positions from which they come

into effect can be a challenge. The harmonization of fire and air space management taking

into account national and international rules of use, such as ROE´s and Caveats requires

complex planning. Modern systems allow the approach to the target area to be tailored

to the day and the conditions, in the direction and altitude, over the entire range up to

the target approach.

Indirect Fire with explosives may as well be used for triggering avalanches for tactical

purposes. 

MIL ENG support in MW

Military engineering (MILENG) is a function in the support of operations which shapes

the physical operating environment (POE). 

It achieves desired objectives:

‐ by enabling or preventing manoeuvre or mobility; 

‐ developing, maintaining, and improving infrastructure; 

‐ supporting the survivability and sustainability of forces.

Tactical effects are achieved through tasks inherent to the five areas of expertise of

MILENG: engineering, explosives ordnance disposal (EOD), environmental protection,

military search and management of infrastructure.

At the tactical level the Chief MILENG (CMILENG) is responsible for coordinating with

MILENG related organizations that execute tasks effecting the operating environment.

Considering the MILENG support to manouvre in MW, the related tasks for its enablement

falling mainly into mobility, counter‐mobility and survivability. 

MILENG gives support to mobility in MW by:

‐ Reconnaissance, breaching, and if necessary, clearing of natural obstacles;

‐ Recce, marking and breaching of adversary obstacles;
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‐ Providing and operating means for gap crossing (including wet gap);

Replacement/improvement of mountain bridges in an advance may be of the utmost

importance in combat (offensive tactical activities);

‐ Bridging mountain streams and, wherever possible, bridging gorges, ditches and

trenches at least for mountain infantry troops to gain speed and the surprise effect;

‐ Improving load‐carrying capacities for crossing glaciers and their seracs and cre‐

vasses;

‐ Marking, provisional build‐up and maintenance of existing steep tracks and trails

(construction and replacement of via ferratas, fixed alpine paths, etc.);

‐ Enhance the vertical mobility by using cableways and footbridges;

‐ Supporting the artificial triggering of avalanches in order to make the terrain usable

for own movements;

‐ Ensuring the routes network availability including the snow and ice clearing tasks.

‐ Providing explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) and military search capabilities. EOD

tasks included explosive ordnance reconnaissance (EOR) improvised explosive device

disposal (IEDD);

‐ Support for forward aviation by construction of forward airstrips (dedicated capabi‐

lities needed) and landing sites or zones such as Helicopter Landing sites.

MILENG support to counter-mobility MW is provided by:

‐ Hampering the adversary’s manouvre and movement by placing or reinforcing exist‐

ing obstacles;

‐ Planning and executing demolitions of bridges, tunnels, and embankments along

major roads and railways especially during defensive or enabling tactical activities

(defence, withdrawal and retirement);

‐ Triggering artificial avalanches in order to create a hindrance for opponent troops;

‐ Ice blast to hamper adversary mobility along the frozen waterways.

MILENG support to survivability in MW:

‐ Providing planning advise and construction capabilities for infrastructure in order to

enhance their protection both from adversary actions and natural hazards (i.e. ava‐

lanches, extreme cold, etc), respectively enhancing the passive defences and/or ad‐

vising on site location and protective measures;

‐ Providing water and energy distribution regardless the terrain and weather condi‐

tions;

‐ Supporting the sustainment of troops by enabling supply routes availability, providing

vertical mobility capabilities (cableways) and protecting the supply storage sites (both

from natural hazards and adversary actions);

‐ Providing support to MW specialist, in triggering landslides or avalanches in order to

protect the force from natural hazards;

‐ Providing EOD capabilities: explosive ordnance reconnaissance (EOR) , explosive ord‐

nance clearance (EOC), explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), and improvised explosive

device disposal (IEDD);
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‐ Construction of avalanche defence structures (avalanche snow bridges, snow racks

or nets, etc.);

‐ Supporting with camouflage, concealment and deception.

Given the fundamental assumption that MILENG units personnel might have the same

training of the supported units, due to the peculiarity of mountain environment that in‐

herently impedes the use of all the MILENG heavy equipment, MILENG support to MW

operations will take more time and more personnel than they would in a flat area, fur‐

thermore MILENG units in MW needs dedicated equipment for the above‐mentioned

tasks. The request of mountain infantry for MILENG support must be ordered timely and

in advance and a MILENG advisor must be always present at the supported unit HQ to

prioritize the MILENG support. Doctrinally4 the MILENG support observe the principle

of centralized control and de‐centralized execution.

MILENG advice and support level:

Highest MILENG unit commander will provide MILENG advise to the supported Infantry Bn.

‐ Mountain infantry battalion <— company

‐ Mountain infantry company <— MILENG support by mountain engineer platoon

Given the dedicated equipment and training, the main focus on MILENG support in Moun‐

tain Warfare are:

‐ Construction and/or removal of major obstacles;

‐ The destruction of bridges, tunnels, and embankments along major roads and railways

in defence and retreat and the replacement of mountain bridges in an advance maybe

of the utmost importance in tactical activities;

‐ Bridging of gaps including wet gaps as mountain streams and wherever possible

gorges;

The bridging of torrential streams with steep banks and highly variable water levels,

and the construction of light, emergency bridges require special skill and equipment;

‐ Improvement of supply routes in sectors of special importance by:

‐ Blasting routes and paths in rock and ice,

‐ Building bridges,

‐ Building cableways, and

‐ Building supply slides in collaboration with SMEs in MW (expert level),

‐ Snow and Ice clearing in the main supply routes network;

‐ Triggering of avalanches both for tactical and safety reasons;

‐ Ice blast on frozen waterways;

‐ Building/constructing protected and sustainable infrastructure including locations

high/exposed points;

‐ Support the troops survivability and sustainability.

4 AJP 3.12. ALLIED JOINT DOCTRINE FOR MILITARY ENGINEERING 
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Combat service support (CSS) IN MW

Combat Service Support is the support provided to combat forces, primarily in the fields of

administration and logistics5. 

Logistics poses the greatest challenges in Mountain Warfare and the system of logistic de‐

termines the feasability of operations in the mountains. A number of natural factors such

as differences in elevation, difficulties in terrain, lack of roads and infrastructure, snow, ice,

etc., hinder the usual (combat) service support system and procedures. Differences in ele‐

vation, for example, represent a major logistic challenge, and in general the mountainous

environment hinders logistics simply by restricting movement or slowing down its speed. 

The delivery of supply goods (classes of supply) is challenging, and additionally the logistical

requirements are far above average in comparison to normal infantry fighting, and special

mountain equipment may be crucial.

From the Logistic Base to the front (line), the supply goods (classes of supply) go through

a chain of supply which must be planned and executed very carefully by considering both

the tactical situation and the environment (example; The height of tunnels may be a hin‐

drance for supply vehicles). The supply plan, which is an annex to the operation plan, is the

outcome of this planning. 

Depending on the terrain features, there is the need to plan, prepare and run transshipment

points and to plan the suitable means of transport (Helicopters [landing/dropping/abseil‐

ing], drones, cable cars, all‐terrain vehicles, over‐snow vehicles, pack animals, sledges,

porters, carriers, etc.). 

If the supply can be made by helicopter, the point of resupply should be planned as close as

possible, to the front unit, considering the tactical and environmental situation. If there is

a drop zone or depot system the same principle is in force. For helicopter transport the

supplies must be prepared and packed in supply packages and the transport must be issued

by a transport plan, recording the packages for the different landing points, drop zones

and/or abseiling points. 

For planning the supply in MW, the terrain is divided in supply sectors, and it is a rule of

thumb that the supply sector changes with the change in means of transport at transship‐

ment points or zones.

To ensure the sustainability in operations under these factors requires a very flexible “lo‐

5 Combat service support may include, but is not limited to, administrative services, chaplaincy, civil affairs, financial,
legal, medical and health services, military police, supply, maintenance, transportation, construction, acquisition
and disposal of real estate, facilities engineering, topographic and geodetic engineering, food services, graves reg-
istration, laundry and dry cleaning services, sanitary installations, and property disposal (APP-19). Inside this ATP
the focus is only on logistic according to tactical activities, as there is a fundamental difference between Mountain
Warfare and Warfare in other environments. The issues of transportation, mentioned there, hold also true in all
kinds of evacuation or support in this environment. 
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gistic‐system of systems”. Decision‐makers adapt logistic plans to the frequently changing

facts imposed by nature. This logistic system of systems contains both horizontal (distance)

and vertical (elevation) adaptations of the means of transport of the “push and pull sys‐

tems6.” Furthermore, the decision‐makers responsible for supply must take into account

that due to weather and environmental conditions it may be possible that not even this

“system of systems” will work. In this cases, and in order to enhance the self‐sustainability

of front troops, the ”depot‐system” is another option. With the depot‐system materiel,

equipement and supply is prepositioned to overcome enemy interdiction and/or resupply

problems caused by natural factors such as adverse weather, increasing avalanche danger,

etc. The using of local available goods can be as well considered as an option.

In general, the possibilities and requirements of supply determine the course of the fight

in the mountains much more than in the plains. A weak infrastructure, including few, and

poor quality roads and landing points or sites, are leading to significant mobility and re‐

supply challenges.

6 Push — bring supply goods to the supply point; Pull — supply point distribution

Figure 28: Logistic system of systems
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In general the proportion of supply troops to combat troop’s increases, and the protec‐

tion of logistic bases in the mountainous environment is crucial and must also be ini‐

tiated.

A tactical commander can be forced to use tactical combat elements for the own supply

loosing these elements for operational combat activities.

Replenishment in mountain warfare

The fundamental principles of providing replenishment generally apply to Mountain War‐

fare as well. The main difference is that in the mountains, replenishment operations must

be conducted not only over a horizontal distance but also on vertical routes in virtually

impassable terrain and under hostile weather conditions. 

Supplies will pass through designated supply chains formed by the relevant supply and

logistic elements and facilities of the different levels. 

A distinction is generally made between the "carry‐to‐customer principle” and the

“pickup principle”.

Whenever the pickup principle applies, planners should keep in mind that forces per‐

forming the related transportation tasks will at least for some time not be available for

employment in positions or for the reserve. If this is not possible and if other assets are

available, these assets may be employed to deliver the supplies to the end user. 

When delivering ammunition for heavy weapons, the "carry‐to‐customer principle" ap‐

plies until the supplies have reached the positions or a point immediately behind them –

if permitted by the actual conditions in the mountains. 
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In Mountain Warfare, the successful performance of replenishment tasks depends on the

road network and the transportation assets available. As terrain and weather conditions

are decisive factors in this respect, they should be evaluated against the background of

both, the tactical and the mountain situation. The actual performance of replenishment

tasks has to adapt to the geographical conditions of an operation in the high or/and ex‐

tremely high mountains (load‐bearing capacity of the road network, lack of infrastructure

that could be used to set up supply facilities, possibly overextended supply routes,

weather etc.).

For carry‐to‐customer operations, transportation by motor vehicle can be complemented

by other options (pack animals, air transportation, aerial ropeways etc.); planning should

include their employment as well. 

The following should be observed with regard to the employment of transportation as‐

sets:

Helicopters are the most efficient means of transport in high elevations. However, the use

of helicopters may be restricted or prevented by bad weather, high elevation and enemy

activities. 

To ensure that helicopters are used efficiently, the following should be prepared:

‐ Landing sites or minimum landing points located as close as possible to the force;

‐ Forces to ensure rapid loading and unloading in the supply area and at the consumer

sites;

‐ Advance delivery of cargo nets;

‐ Loading packages; 

‐ A transportation plan and

‐ Radio contact. 

Figure 29: Schematic representation of supply organization and principles in Mountain Warfare (example as
guidance)
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If supplies are transported by helicopter, a detailed Transportation Plan should be created

in the form of an overlay showing the different landing sites (and providing their descrip‐

tions in an annex). 

The Transportation Plan contains:

‐ The elements to be supported (by unit and supply package in favour of load reduction,

(standard day of supply/Class of supply);

‐ Consecutively numbered and dispersed landing sites or points for the planned con‐

duct of operations;

‐ Air routes considering obstacles and Fire (Support) Plan (in accordance with airspace

control and the Field Artillery Support Plan).

The (air) Transportation Plan is distributed to the relevant tactical commanders, the

forces carrying out the supply actions and the pilots. Supply packages should be created

for each landing site or point individually ("packet adaption"). The air transportation

plan facilitates quick control and efficiency of air transportation activities. 

The provision of supplies by free‐dropping items from aircraft is restricted to suitable

and reconnoitered tracts of terrain specifically designated for this purpose (drop zones). 

For as long as possible, the advantages of motor vehicles should be exploited to ensure

resupply. In addition, all other suitable means of transport (such as tractors, utility plat‐

form trucks, over snow vehicles, quad bikes, snowmobiles etc.) should be utilised. 

Using military aerial ropeways and cable pull devices, supply items can be transported

across very rough terrain, gorges, trenches and escarpments. The advantages of aerial

ropeways are their efficiency and the fact that they are widely immune towards ballistic

attacks and weather conditions (exception: storms). Wherever possible, civilian aerial

ropeways and lifts as well as the mobile ropeway systems normally used for transporting

wood are to be utilised as well.

If a transportation of supply items cannot be conducted by technical means, pack animals

are used to support the operation within the scope of logistic services. The requesting

forces should provide elements for loading to save time and forces to secure loading and

movement. Details regarding the employment of pack animals are laid down in the rele‐

vant national regulations. 

Porters are often at the end of the transportation chain. All available forces should be

used for this purpose. If porters are provided by the combat elements, this should be

taken into account with regard to the conduct of operations. The porters' equipment

should be tailored to the mission and adjusted to terrain and weather conditions. Porter

columns should be able to defend themselves. 

If a delivery is no longer possible, the pickup principle applies. In the worst case, this

takes the form of "backpack logistics".
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For replenishment planning and the timely provision of replenishment goods in Mountain

Warfare, three things are essential: the quantity structure of the respective standard day

of supply, time calculation and the sustainability of the supply sector organization. 

The following measures should be taken in due time to facilitate replenishment and evac‐

uation in Mountain Warfare:

‐ Reconnaissance of road and terrain conditions – which types of vehicle can be used;

‐ Reconnaissance and evaluation of bridges and fords on/along the planned (main) sup‐

ply routes (M)SR))/lines of communication (LOC); 

‐ Ensuring the availability of forces (engineers) for maintaining and repairing roads

and bridges and establishing the trafficability of fords;

‐ Evaluation of the supply and evacuation routes with regard to the tactical and moun‐

tain hazard situation (e.g. mudslides, danger of rockfall or avalanches, underwashing

of roads) and, based on this evaluation, initiation of the required measures;

‐ Reconnaissance (and setup/construction, if required) and operation of transshipment

points, vehicle parking areas, turnaround places, one‐way roads, with areas which

allow to pass others; 

‐ Reconnaissance, planning and setup of areas to be used for the formation's supply

and repair facilities within the valley supply section(s);

‐ Reconnaissance, selection and setup of areas suitable for use as task force‐ and com‐

pany supply points;

‐ Ensuring availability and operational readiness of appropriate means of transporta‐

tion and the forces required to operate them (including their tactical protection);

‐ Assessment of external means of transport (aerial ropeways, lifts, helicopters, pack

animals, off‐road vehicles) with regard to their serviceability and use for supply and

evacuation purposes;

‐ Calculation of the time needed for supply operations based on standard day of supply,

supply items, intensity factor and transportation options, with extra time added in

consideration of the low, high or extremely high mountain conditions. 

The demand for supply items will be increased/additional supplies will be needed in the

following domains:

‐ Mountain equipment and clothing;

‐ Energy sources;

‐ Water (consumption of water is higher in the mountains);

‐ Special rations (energy consumption is higher in the mountains) ;

‐ Demolition material and explosive devices;

‐ Wire; 

‐ Medical supplies and

‐ Ammunition.
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Evacuation of material in mountain warfare

The task force logistic services should reconnoiter, set up and secure an equipment ca‐

sualty evacuation point for evacuation purposes. The responsibility on the different steps

to evacuate damaged materiel should be commanded.

Evacuation to the equipment casualty evacuation point poses a special challenge in Moun‐

tain Warfare because narrow hairpin bends often make it impossible to tow damaged ve‐

hicles using a rigid or mounted connection. Consequently, a time‐consuming system

combining a stop‐and‐go procedure and an approved rope procedure to tow the vehicle

round bends might be required.

In Mountain Warfare, there is the danger of a fall of towed and damaged vehicles. In win‐

ter conditions the danger of slipping sideways, which is even more probable, presents a

particular danger. 

If the same roads and trails should be used for tactical movements as well as for slow

and tedious evacuation measures, a foresighted estimate of the situation is crucial in

order to be able to prioritize movements. 

Maintenance and repair in mountain warfare

The objective of all maintenance efforts is, even under the difficult conditions prevailing

in the mountains, to ensure the necessary degree of materiel availability and operational

readiness of the device and the equipment. It comprises all technical and operational

measures required to keep material in an operational and proper condition or restore it

to such condition. 

By ensuring proper handling, in‐service monitoring, condition monitoring as well as the

performance of functional tests, preventive and scheduled maintenance, all within the

scope of preventive maintenance in general, materiel operators contribute significantly

to maintaining operational readiness. Increased attrition and long supply chains require

each and every soldier to invest consistent and continuous maintenance efforts with re‐

gard to clothing, materiel, weapons and equipment.

Given the special conditions of Mountain Warfare (e.g. extreme heat or cold, constant hu‐

midity combined with fog, wind and storm, extreme sunlight), weapons, equipment and

materiel require careful preparation and care or servicing. 

In very cold weather, weapons should be deoiled or oiled with high‐viscosity weapon oil.

Weapons and ammunition belts should be protected from icing. Covering weapon sights

provides protection against weather effects such as the formation of rime.

Improper storage reduces the useful life of batteries. Used batteries should be kept and

stored at warm temperatures whenever possible. New batteries should be stored cool
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(between +4 and +10°C). Before using them, they should be warmed up to room temper‐

ature to maximize their performance.

When using accumulators, it is important to note that their performance will collapse

abruptly at very low temperatures. Under such conditions, conventional and lithium bat‐

teries will generally retain their efficiency longer. 

At very low temperatures (approximately ‐28°C and below), hydraulic systems will func‐

tion to a limited extent only (or can even burst) because of a higher pressure resistance

caused by the increased viscosity of oil. This implies that excessive manoeuvring should

be avoided when using all‐terrain vehicles with unprotected oil pressure systems (such

as the Hägglunds over‐snow vehicle) in such conditions.

Clothing and material should be kept as dry as possible to avoid damages. 

Rime ice7 on metal parts, in particular on radio masts and antennas, will significantly re‐

duce their performance. Thus, regular checks and, if necessary, de‐icings might be re‐

quired to preserve their performance capability. 

If weapons, optical equipment or communication means are moved from the cold into a warm

room, condensation will form. Therefore, they are to be stored in unheated rooms – or at least

in a weather‐protected location. Damp equipment should be carefully cleaned to prevent the

dampness from freezing, which might cause equipment failures. To the extent permitted by

the operating instructions, electrical equipment should also be dried on the inside.

Certain weather conditions (such as very low temperatures or snowdrifts) require spe‐

cial, proactive measures for vehicle operations, e.g. providing jump‐start equipment and

ensuring frost, snow and dust protection. At extreme temperatures, batteries should be

removed and stored in a warm room. 

Due to the difficulty of conducting evacuation operations, mobile battle damage repair teams

should be tasked to perform repair work directly at the incident site whenever possible. 

Clear regulations are required for obtaining spare parts by means of cannibalisation.

A gradual replacement procedure (exchange of unusable equipment for usable equipment)

is generally desirable, also with regard to equipment that is to be turned in for repair. 

Hygiene

If no examined drinking water is available, water should be processed by means of boiling,

filtration or chemical purification. If meltwater or water recovered from rills is used for

water supply, it should always be ensured that the supply points are located at higher alti‐

7 Frost formed on cold objects by the rapid freezing of water vapour in cloud or fog.
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tudes than the runoff of service process water, the waste disposal areas and the toilets used

in the field. The use of mobile toilets prevents the contamination of drinking water with

fecal matters. Any contamination of drinking water has to be avoided. Regular body care

should be ordered and monitored to maintain sustainability. Soldiers should generally wash

with water. Warm water and sanitary products are to be provided whenever possible.

Clean clothes afford better protection against the cold than dirty ones. If regular replace‐

ment is ensured, clothes may be cleaned in rear areas at lower altitudes. Otherwise, they

should be gradually exchanged. 

Food and beverages

Performance‐based rations that are adjusted to the increased nutritional requirements

should be provided. If food cannot be served warm, it should be ensured that it can be

heated up or prepared on site. Employment in high and extremely high mountains re‐

quires significantly higher amount of calories. In high and extremely high mountains sol‐

diers have to be policed to eat and drink. 

The fluid requirement is generally higher in the mountains and fundamentally depends on

physical activity, temperature, air humidity and altitude. Sufficient liquid intake should be

ensured at different times throughout the day. Food waste and food that has gone bad

should be collected in closed containers and disposed of separately from the residual waste.

Maintaining combat power

Dry clothing is absolutely essential for maintaining combat power in the high and ex‐

tremely high mountains. If it is not possible to dry and air clothing outside, a heatable

drying facility (e.g. heated tent) is to be provided.

In the mountains in particular, restful sleep is of outmost importance for regeneration

and should be ordered and monitored. 

C2 measures to maintain combat power

In Mountain Warfare, it is a military leader's indispensable duty to carefully balance mo‐

bility against protection in his decisions. The (protective) equipment, armament, clothing

and material resources to be carried should be clearly specified and ordered. In this con‐

text, greater mobility often equals protection and speed often entails a significant increa

se of security. Superior mobility is one precondition for success in Mountain Warfare.

Clothing and equipment should be checked regularly.

Under extreme weather and environmental conditions in the mountains, replacement

intervals should be shortened in such a way that adverse effects on combat power due to

hypothermia or frostbite can be avoided. 
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Type and quantity of the equipment to be carried during mountain movements should

be determined in accordance with the requirements of the situation.

Personnel replacement

Replacement personnel should have undergone the same training and have the same

equipment as the forces deployed in the mountains. The necessity to assign an equal

share of personnel trained for mountain operations should be taken into account. 

Veterinary care in mountain warfare

Veterinary care is of special importance for the operational effectiveness of animals em‐

ployed in Mountain Warfare. It comprises all veterinary measures with regard to the

keeping and care of animals, their fitness and the preservation of their health – including

the training animal handlers should undergo in these fields. It may include specialized

training for the animal handlers, health care providers, and other personnel required to

support and sustain the animals (i.e., farriers, pack masters,etc.). In particular, these

measures include providing curative and preventive veterinary care to the animals, mon‐

itoring compliance with (inter)national legal provisions, keeping and care of the animals

as well as shoeing and feeding them. 

Steps to the ground based supply plan in MW

For the development of the ground based supply plan the following steps are recom‐

mended as a guideline. The sequence of the steps is intended as a guidance, this may be

different between the nations. The contents of the supply plan are obligatory to achieve

interoperability.

STEP 1: Assessment of the terrain and the available means of transport

As an outcome of the assessment of the terrain in correlation with the available means

of transport, it is recommended to create different supply sectors. As a general rule, the

supply sector changes with the means of transport.

Figure 30: Importance Sequence for maintaining combat power
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By using pack animals, it is recom‐

mended to plan in a direction,

which enables the return at the

same day, because the supply of

pack animals with feed, water and

a suitable place to stay overnight is

a regular problem in mountainous

terrain. 

STEP 2: Definition of the intended supply routes

The definition of the intended

routes, tracks, paths and ways, has

to be done by taking in account

their usability as two‐way traffic,

alternating traffic, or only one way

traffic.

Whenever possible the routes of

warfighting and the routes of sup‐

ply should be separated or at least

timely deconflicted. In any way the

nature and the tactical situation de‐

termine the usage of LOCs.

STEP 3: Risk Management

The risk of environmental (mountainous) dangers and tactical dangers along the in‐

tended LOCs and at the places of logistic facilities and/or transshipment points must be

assessed and evaluated in detail, section by section by an expert. The Mountain Cell will

provide recommendations with the Mountain Situation Plan concerning the environmen‐

tal risk. The tactical risk must be considered by a tactical SME.

Figure 31

Figure 32
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Decision making which

LOCs are to be used by

which means of transport.

STEP 4: Planning of packages and calculation of realistic times

Planning of packages (classes of supply) and computing of realistic times and capacities

according to the suitable and available means of transport and the LOCs.

Figure 33

Figure 34
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In order to make aware of realistic time planning and resource planning concerning CSS

the below example shows the specification in MW: Example: Day of supply for a company

with ammunition and food (at low intensity) with horizontal distance of the supply route

60 km and a vertical distance of 1500m in altitude. The data are taken from a real life ex‐

ercise at battalion level, on a normal autumn day, and the helicopter type Bell UH 1D, the

pack animal type “donkey”, and Mountain Inf soldiers at Basic level (knowledge & skills).

As these factors are determining the outcome, these data cannot be generalized.

Helicopter based transport plan

For carry‐to‐customer supply operations, helicopters are the most efficient means of

transport. However, the use of helicopters may be restricted or prevented by bad weather,

high elevation, and enemy activities and therefore an alternative plan (without using hel‐

icopters) must be done in any case.

Furthermore helicopters, in most cases, only have time‐limited availability, so their usage

as a means of transport must be planned and prepared in time. 

To ensure that helicopters are used efficiently, the airlift and the airdrop must be planned,

arranged and ordered and coordinated by an air controller (see airspace management

in the Op‐Plan):

‐ Landing sites, landing points or drop zones should be planned as close as possible to

the force as the tactical situation and the terrain allows;

‐ The landing sites or points must be prepared by the force to be supplied by:

‐ Setting reference point(s) (especially in winter), 

‐ Providing a navigation by a person on the ground (showing also the wind direction),

‐ Preventing the “white‐out‐effect” by compressing loose snow, or removing it,

‐ Providing tactical ground security,

‐ Providing personnel to ensure rapid unloading;

‐ In the loading area the packages for each landing point or site must be prepared

("package adaption"). If the transport is planned as an underslung load, the packages

must be prepared in the helicopter slings or cargo nets.

A transportation plan must be created and briefed to the helicopter crew. This must be

done in the format of an overlay and an additional explanatory table. This is, on the one

hand, an annex to the operation plan, and on the other hand it is the basis for briefing

the helicopter crew. The overlay of the transportation plan shows the different landing

points or sites, and the table provides information about the load, the grids for the landing

points or sites, and the circumstances on the spot. In following information must be in‐

cluded in detail:

Porter/carrier/ soldier Pack animal (Donky) Helicopter

25 hrs Marching time 17 hrs Marching time 30 min Flying time
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‐ The elements to be supported (by unit and supply package (standard day of

supply/class of supply);

‐ Consecutively numbered and dispersed landing sites or points for the planned con‐

duct of the supply;

‐ The air routes, considering obstacles and the Fire (Support) Plan (in accordance with

airspace control and the Field Artillery Support Plan).

The (air) Transportation Plan is distributed to the relevant tactical commanders, the

forces carrying out the supply actions, and the helicopter crew. 

The air transportation plan facilitates quick control and efficiency of air transportation

activities.

Figure 35: Transportation Plan
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Mountains can pose a variety of health threats and most of them increase with altitude. Hy‐

pobaric hypoxia is a relevant feature in mountainous environment and in combination with

other conditions it requires comprehensive and permanent force health protection.

Military Medical personnel in MW must focus on care under harsh environmental extremes,

including difficult mountainous terrain, high altitudes, and cold weather. These conditions

put strain and harm on the battle worthiness of individual soldiers and tactical elements. 

In particular, high altitude effects must be very severely considered from both, the tactical

and the medical points of view. The rapid deployment of unacclimatized troops to high

mountainous environments minimizes their battle worthiness and may have debilitating

effects on soldiers´ health. It is highly recommended that the physical and mental per‐

formance of soldiers who have to operate in high mountainous environments is maxi‐

mized by proper acclimatization, but unfortunately, operational scenarios often limit the

time available. 

In addition to the classical feature of hypobaric hypoxia connected to the low atmospheric

pressure, factors such as rugged terrain, extreme temperatures, wind, solar radiation,

wastelands frequently covered in snow and ice represent the main threats for nonbattle

injuries and lower performance in Mountain Warfare. Moreover, the combination of such

factors negatively impacts on the ability of the body to recover quickly from minor affections

among infectious diseases or wounds and also to effectively respond to traditional sea‐level

treatments. Environmental illnesses (= nonbattle injuries) may become a significantly

higher burden for the healthcare support system compared to trauma injuries. The table

below provides a summarized overview of the most possible medical problems.

MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN MOUNTAINOUS ENVIRONMENT

RELATED TO HYPOXIA
Mainly affecting the first two weeks of deployment

DUE TO OTHER FACTORS
Possible anytime

Altitude illness (AMS*, HAPE, HACE)
* In this case hyperbaric chambers (stationary or mov-
able) can be a solution.

Trauma due to rugged terrain

High-altitude peripheral edema Cold and heat stress and injuries

Sleep disturbances UV radiation-related problems

High-altitude retinopathy Malnutrition
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As a general rule, the number of casualties who need evacuation from operations in the

mountains is expected to be much higher compared to the same maneuvers at low alti‐

tude (i.e. >10‐fold higher according to figures derived from training exercises in the first

days of activity).

Tactical activities in high terrestrial elevations

Deployment of troops to high and extremely high mountains requires great considera‐

tions and a proper approach. The effects of high altitude on unacclimatized soldiers are

well documented and researched. The impact of a stress caused by hypobaric hypoxia

can result in significantly diminished performances, and in the worst cases it can be even

fatal to unacclimatized soldiers. Following the latest researches, the impacts to health

and performance are as listed below1:

‐ Mission requirements that demand sustained physical activities are most affected by

altitude. Soldiers will fatigue sooner or must reduce their pace and/or lighten their

load in order to accomplish many activities. As the demand for sustained physical ac‐

tivities increases, so does the risk of developing altitude sickness;

‐ Altitude induces many adverse symptoms, such as shortness of breath and rapid heart

rate, in most soldiers and altitude illness in many. These symptoms can produce un‐

warranted concerns in soldiers who are unfamiliar with this environment; 

‐ Altitude contributes to impaired neuropsychological function and mood changes that

may adversely affect the morale of the troops;

‐ Continuous exposure to altitude contributes to increased disease and non‐battle in‐

jury since sick and injured soldiers are susceptible to medical complications produced

by hypoxia.

The magnitude of the hypoxic stress is determined by the altitude, the rate of ascent and

the length of exposure. Factors that contribute to the severity of symptoms include:

‐ The level of physical exertion;

‐ Individual susceptibility;

1 NATO RTO-TM-HFM-146, Review of Military Mountain Medicine Technology and Research Barriers.

High-altitude Pharyngitis/Bronchitis Dehydration

Thromboembolism Scarce hygiene

Exacerbation of preexisting disease Lightning strikes

Slowed Wound Healing CO poisoning

Immune system reduced response Constipation/Hemorrhoids

Poisonous snakes, insects and plants

Medical problems to be considered at altitude when assessing the medical estimate and the posture of the medical
support services
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‐ Body mass index;

‐ Age, and Co‐existing medical problems.

Consequently, commanders, staff and the medical department should provide capabilities

for mitigating altitude stress by the following next procedures:

‐ An altitude risk assessment which is limited to two acclimatization states, unacclima‐

tized and fully acclimatized. It also depends on how rapidly the ascend on altitude

above 2400 m must be made, as well as what physical work tasks need to be per‐

formed;

‐ Altitude illness detection and diagnosis; the earliest manifestation is based on the

presence of signs and symptoms such as headache, nausea, fatigue, etc.;

‐ Altitude acclimatization that is based on continuous exposure to altitude with cycles

of graded ascents and descents back to lower altitudes, also known as “work high,

sleep low”;

‐ Nutritional and hydration guidelines for optimizing physical performance at altitude,

as well as maintaining the health status of soldiers at low temperatures.

In general medical personnel is challenged to minimize the damaging effects of the harsh

environment, to maximize survival rates, and to preserve combat effectiveness. Doctors,

medical staff and other medics must be capable of recognizing and treating high‐altitude

related injuries and illnesses, as well as special MW‐related injuries and damages such

as frostbite, snow blindness, and so on. They should have the basic Mountain Warfare ca‐

pabilities, with scalable skillsets depending on their roles and tasks. 

Medic personnel should be able to work together with MW Experts (see systems of bring‐

ing medic personnel to the injured persons). 

All MW personnel should be trained in first aid of this conditions and caregivers skilled

in more advanced treatment options according to their qualifications.

MILMED in Mountain Warfare contains:

‐ Force Health Protection;

‐ Emergency Medical Care System (EMC);

‐ Medical Supplies & Logistics.

The most challenging thing in Mountain Warfare is the forward MEDEVAC and/or CASE‐

VAC, as this is in adverse terrain including the vertical dimension. It is important to assess

well in advance during the pre‐deployment planning phase at what point of the casualty

evacuation process the medical responsibility starts. This point identifies when the med‐

ical responsibility is handed over from the unit to the EMC (Emergency Medical Care)

System which now becomes primarily responsible for patients. Before this point the com‐

bat unit is assumed to be engaged in direct combat and medical interventions are prior‐

itized according to the tactical requirements more than the clinical needs. In such
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conditions, the Emergency Medical Care System can only act as a supporting force for the

delivery of medical interventions. 

To ensure best medical care under these circumstances a very close collaboration be‐

tween medical personnel and mountain rescue personnel is required. 

To ensure medical care in extremely difficult mountainous terrain there are four systems

of collaboration usual and experienced:

1. A wounded person/soldier is brought to the doctor/medical personnel by mountain

rescue soldiers or a mountain rescue team skilled as first responders and in mountain

rescue techniques (CASEVAC ‐ “pick and go‐ system”);

2. The doctor/medical personnel (mobile teams of medical professionals trained for

mountain rescue) is brought to the injured by a mountain rescue expert or mountain

rescue team, using the best available and possible means of transport (including

ground safety installations);

3. A mix of these 2 systems is applied, when tactical and/or environmental situation re‐

quires it;

4. A Forward Surgical Team (FST) or ROLE 2 Forward (R2F) can be co‐located at the

ROLE 2 MTF, ready to be redeployed during specific occasions in proximity of targets

to accelerate the delivery of surgical care to combat units. However, FSTs/R2Fs have

a limited autonomy if projected as stand‐alone capabilities into remote and austere

areas and must be continuously supported by MEDEVAC and resupply.
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In the common operational picture, the admission to a first Medical Treatment Facility

(Role 1 MTF) such as the Battalion Aid Station (BAS) with ROLE 1 or in some cases ROLE

2 MTF sets the point from where a casualty is lost by the unit and becomes a patient until

completion of the medical treatment. However, many other solutions are possible accord‐

ing to different national approaches or in consideration of specific circumstances. For‐

ward MEDEVAC, even if enhanced with medical emergency response teams (MERT) or

other national physician‐led solutions, is not outlined a primary medical responsibility

because of the significant operational constraints that may impede the delivery of ex‐

pected clinical standards. EMC System is thus in a supporting position towards the unit

mission accomplishment. 

In some deliberate operations or even in case of safe areas, the handover of medical re‐

sponsibility can be planned closer to the point of injury/disease (i.e. at the Casualty Col‐

lection Point or at the Helicopter Landing point, site or zone) in a location not directly

exposed to enemy threats where medical teams can perform prehospital emergency care

interventions and evacuation procedures unimpeded by security constraints.

Figure 36: Evacuation Phases Overview Emergency Medical Care (EMC) System in MW 
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The Casualty Collection Point (CCP) and the Battalion Aid Station (BAS) must be planned

in collaboration with the tactical commander(s) on the spot. The system of evacuation

from the location of injury to the CCP must be ordered, whether this is planned by CASE‐

VAC or by a forward MEDEVAC. The responsibility for transportation of injured personnel

from CCP to BAS must be ordered by installing a push or pull system. The responsibility

of these CASEVAC or Forward MEDEVAC issues is on the tactical Commander. 

One of the main features of deployed emergency medical systems is the timely evacuation

of casualties from the battlefield to definite care. Agreed timelines are reported in relevant

NATO publications in order to provide a commonly acceptable medical response, espe‐

cially for the initial interventions in emergency situations. Currently, the “10‐1‐2(+2)

timeline is applied as a standard approach in support to ground operations:

‐ 10 minutes of injury or onset of severe symptoms to provide effective first aid, bleed‐

ing and airway control for the most severely injured casualties;

‐ 1 hour of injury or onset of acute symptoms to provide medical service personnel,

qualified trained and equipped for emergency care to start advanced resuscitation

and pre‐hospital emergency care;

‐ 2 hours of injury or onset of acute symptoms to provide medical service personnel

qualified, trained and equipped for surgical and resuscitative emergency care to com‐

plement prehospital emergency care by life limb and function preserving surgical and

resuscitative procedures as soon as possible;

‐ +2 hours of tactical evacuation to provide further surgical, resuscitative, diagnostic

and specialist care capabilities necessary to stabilize the patient for strategic evacu‐

ation.

These generally accepted timelines can be used as planning references in order to allocate

medical resources in the tactical area in general and shape the deployed emergency med‐

ical system in the battlespace. In MW scenario some specific situations mainly caused by

weather and the mountainous environment may require adaptive approaches or dedi‐

cated solutions. 

In general, the goal is to ensure the 10‐1‐2 (+2) timeline principle. In extreme cases and

in the event that the “10‐1‐2 (+2) timeline principle is not possible, there must be the ca‐

pability of offering prolonged field care to the wounded personnel in mobile heated sys‐

tems (huts/tents) to treat and stabilize injured personnel until they can be transported

further on in the standard organized rescue chain. In general, the closer to the battlefield

a medical service is, the more agile and tactically skilled it should be, so that the full spec‐

trum of medical capabilities must be able to move, operate and communicate together

with the force they support. The more the supported unit or tactical element is isolated

the more medical capabilities are needed and the supporting medical unit must be expe‐

rienced, equipped, and shaped to the mission requirements.

The main factors to be considered when configuring a deployed mountain healthcare

support system are summarized in the table below:
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In the event of crisis management, especially caused by natural hazards, additional med‐

ical resources for the management of physical and psychological consequences will be

needed to restore baseline readiness of the unit.

Helicopters are an extremely worthwhile resource as a means of casualty evacuation. By

calling for help by air rescue use the 9‐Liner and obey the following principles:

‐ In a wilderness location and away from roads, an accurate map reference is crucial;

note the grid reference;

‐ Don`t risk lives or waste valuable time if there are obstructions nearby that may make

an air rescue unsafe or untenable;

‐ Mention artificial obstacles such as masts, cable car wires, electricity wires and pylons

which are in the area; 

‐ Stay focused on the causality and keep others away from the helicopter;

‐ Make sure that there are no people milling around at the landing point/site;

‐ Secure all loose kit (downwash);

‐ Follow the direction of the helicopter crew;

‐ In winter: set a reference point (referrer) and prepare the landing point by compress‐

ing snow or removing it, thus avoiding the white‐out effect.

Constraints of medical support Mitigations

Tactical Units
Small, disconnected, isolated, highly
mobile, limited in load carriage, 
exposed to enemy threats.

First responders skilled in mountain
rescue, wilderness medicine and 
prolonged field care.

Transportation
Vulnerable lines of communication,
rugged terrain, limited accessibility to
motor vehicles, harsh weather.

Place medical resources in a network,
differentiating connection routes, 
platforms and methods of evacuation. 

Medical resources

Specific equipment and supplies, 
uneven mobility skills, increased 
workload and decreased performance,
increased hold times.

Increase the number of medical 
personnel, provide mountain medicine
courses, increase medical supplies in
combat support area, train mobility
and retrieval skills for pre-hospital 
operators.

Military tactics determine military medical solutions. Forward MEDEVAC and CASEVAC is in
the responsibiltiy of the tactical commander. Care under Fire, the evacuation to Casualty
Collection Points (CCP) and the timely care and recovery of injured and diseased soldiers is
crucial and complicated in MW, it needs planning and the necessary capabilities tailored to
the mission AND the terrain.
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